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SPORTS

Trip may catapult city into 21st century
Council to
tour Glasgow
broadband system
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Murray High
tops MCHS;
Lakers win
Page 6
WORLD

Murray city officials and members of the Murray Electric Board
will go on a fact-finding mission
this week that could potentially

Interfax said also said Russian warplanes had bombed a
site in the woods near GekhiChu on Sunday night or Monday morning where rebel commanders were meeting.
It said Magomed Zhaniyev,
Dudayev's military prosecutor,
and Khamad Kurbanov, a Chechen representative in Moscow,
died in the air strike.

Tonight...Clear and chilly.
Low around 40. Wind becoming light.
Wednesday...Becoming
partly sunny. Warmer. High in
the lower 70s.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. 358.2,+0.2/60'
BARKLEY....358.2,+0.3/56
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"They're not even sure of all
the things this system can do,"
said Murray Electric System
Superintendent Tony Thompson.
"I think they're just scratching
the surface of its capabilities."
The trip to Glasgow was

Thompson's idea. He sent a letter
to Cherry explaining in general
terms the system and asked city
officials to look into it.
"I'm kind of ignorant about the
system myself," he said. "The
whole reason for the trip is for
people like me and the city council to ask questions."
According to Glasgow's Internet homepage, their local cable
company previously offered residents a basic package of 23 chan-

nels at a cost of about $20.
Since the installation of the
municipally -owned broadband
network, the cable company has
begun offering 48 channels and
lowered its rates to less than $10
in order to be competitive with
the city's system.
Like Murray, Glasgow receives
its electric power from the Tennessee Valley Authority. Through
•See Page 2
7

also reported relatively large
numbers of drug arrests and
aggravated -assault complaints.
Eastern had 50 arrests for drug
offenses in 1994. Western Kentucky led with 52, while UK had
36, Northern Kentucky had four,
Uoff_ three, Morehead one and
none at Murray, the figures
showed.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky University had
the most arrests for liquor-law
violations among Kentucky's larTom Lindquist, Eastern's
ger universities in 1994, accordpublic-safety
director, said most
ing to recently compiled crime
of
the
drug
and
alcohol arrests
figures.
were made on streets that border
Eastern made 130 such arrests
in 1994, compared with 64 at the Richmond campus — and
most of those arrested were not
Western Kentucky University, 51
at Morehead State University, 29 students.
"Statistically, this is a very
at the University of Kentucky, 23
at the University of Louisville, 10 safe campus," he said.
UK had the highest number of
at Northern Kentucky University
reported
incidents of burglary and
and one at Murray State
University.
The figures show that Eastern • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE,Leager 8 Times photo

MASTER CLASS: Gacirah Diagne, a member of the dance troupe Urban Bush Women, leads a class
in warmup exercises Monday at the dance hall in the Carr Health Building on the campus of Murray State
University. The Urban Bush Women will perform tonight at Lovett Auditorium at MSU.

Team
visits
site of
tornado
•

Alarm
failed to
warn city

•

By PEGGY HARRIS
Associated Press Writer
FORT SMITH, Ark. (AP) —
After a swarm of tornadoes left a
trail of splintered homes,
smashed buildings and four dead,
shaken residents did their best to
clean up and recover from a night
of terror.
"I had three years in Vietnam
and I had never known the type
of fear as last night," Bill McAdams said Monday as he
surveyed what little was left of
his home in Van Buren.
The twisters roared through
Fort Smith and suburban Van
Buren late Sunday, sweeping
II See Page 2

WEATHER

The network, a single cable
consisting of fiber-optic wires, is
capable of carrying telephone,
cable television, local Internet
access and many other services to
the 14,000 residents of Glasgow.

Alcohol arrests
highest at EKU

Chechen leader MSU logs
killed in attack one alcohol
MOSCOW (AP) — The
arrest in '94
ITAR-Tass news agency said
today that Chechen rebel leader Dzhokhar Dudayev was
killed this week in a missile
attack in southwestern
Chechnya.
The report could not immediately be confirmed and another
Russian news agency disputed
it.
ITAR-Tass, the official Russian news agency, said the
announcement was made by
Dudayev's ousted government
and was distributed in the Chechen capital by Khozh-Akhmed
Yarikhanov, a former Dudayev
peace negotiator.
"Dudayev's been killed,'' he
said, according to ITAR-Tass.
"There's no doubt about it."
However, the independent
Interfax news agency said the
report wasn't true. It quoted
Saipudi Khasanov, identified as
a private secretary to Dudayev,
as saying the Chechen leader
is alive and working as usual."
According to ITAR-Tass, the
statement said Dudayev was
killed in a missile attack Sunday night or Monday morning
near the village of Gekhi-Chu,
about 18 miles southwest of
Grozny.
Several members of Dudayev's inner circle also were
killed in the attack, the agency
said.

change the city forever.
The group has planned a trip to
Glasgow, Ky. Wednesday to view
a new broadband communications
network developed in that city.
Glasgow is one of the few
cities with such a system in place
and it is drawing officials from
across the United States to view
it.
"This is really 21st century
stuff," Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
told city council members last
month.

Associated Press photo

John Reezes and Janette Rogers remove belongings from a home in a residential area of Fort Smith, Ark.,
Monday, where a 5-year-old boy was killed Sunday night when a tornado ripped through the town. Two
children died and at least 50 others were injured, authorities said.

RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — The
$1 million worth of disaster alert
equipment in Madison County —
including 23 warning sirens —
was silent as a tornado bore down
on Berea on Saturday.
That's because the county's
Emergency Operations Center in
Richmond is only staffed from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. EDT, said Merwyn
Jackson, the county's director of
the emergency management
agency.
The tornado struck about 5:45
a.m., prompting officials to think
about extending the center's
hours.
"This may be the grease that
gets the cogs moving," county
Magistrate Larry Combs said.
Combs said Monday that the
county will consider staffing the
• See Page 2

State takes aim at illegal dumps
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — It
is a long, if not honored, tradition
in Kentucky — dumping household garbage, used appliances or
the occasional junked Chevy over
the nearest convenient hillside.
"Open dumps have been a part
of Kentucky's landscape for so
long that people have become
used to them," said Natural
Resources Secretary James
Bickford.
They are eyesores, health
hazards and illegal.
And Bickford on Monday
announced a renewed effort to
get rid of them.
From the Kentucky State
Police to the Economic Development Cabinet, state agencies
across the board are aiming to rid

Kentucky of illegal dumps and spread and pernicious.
the people who frequent them.
The state spends millions each
"We're going to do everything
year inviting people to visit Kenin our power to stop them," tucky. "When we invite people
Bickford said.
into our homes, the first thing we
Right now, that largely
do is clean up our homes," said
involves a publicity effort to Tourism Secretary Ann Latta.
point out the scofflaws. Under
The Transportation Cabinet
most circumstances, it is up to spends $4.5 million each year to
local government officials to pro- pick up litter along the highways.
secute dumpers.
The people who dump are subThe state spent $3.2 million in
ject to the littering laws that carry
1994 alone to clean up 1,750
a potential penalty of up to a year
illegal dumps.
in jail and a fine of up to $500.
Bickford said every county in
Operating an illegal dump is a
the state has garbage collection
felony charge. But officials also of some form.
have air and water pollution laws
While there are no mandatory
they can invoke to punish
pickup laws — an effort to
dumpers.
The legacy of litter is wide•See Page 2

Allmon Pholography photo

PSI AWARDS: Richard Vonnahme (left), vice president and general manager of Vanderbilt Chemical, Is shown with (from left) Sea
rotary of the Year Belinda Woods; Boss of the Year Dr. Tom Auer
and Auer's secretaries, Gila Edwards and Debbie Bennett CPS at
Mondays PSI banquet.
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•Arrests...
assault among Kentucky's larger
universities in 1994, the figures
showed.
Crime figures for Kentucky
campuses vary widely, and campus safety directors say that's
partly because of differences in
the layouts of universities and the
proportion of students who live
on campus.
Overall, the crime figures compiled for 831 of the nation's
largest universities and colleges
show drug arrests rose sharply
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By The Associated Press
A comparison of crimes
reported on Kentucky campuses
in 1994. Sex crimes are forcible
offenses. Assault refers to
aggravated assault. Liquor is
liquor-law violations. The figures for liquor-law, drug and
weapons offenses are numbers
of arrests. Other categories are
reported incidents. Figures were
obtained from The Chronicle of
Higher Education. Enrollment
figures are for the 1993-94
school year:
Eastern Kentucky - Enrollment: 16,343. Crimes per 100:
1.35.
Sex: 1. Robbery: I. Assault:
24. Burglary: 4. Auto theft: 11.
Liquor: 130. Drugs: 50. Weapons: 1.
Morehead State - Enrollment: 8,892. Crimes per 100:
0.75.
Sex: I. Robbery: 0. Assault:
0. Burglary: 13. Auto theft: I.
Liquor: 51. Drugs: 1. Weapons:
0.
Murray State - Enrollment:
8,106. Crimes per 100: 0.33.
Sex: 7. Robbery: 1. Assault:
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from 1993 to 1994, the most
recent year for which figures are
available. Arrests for alcohol and
forcible sex crimes rose slightly,
and assaults and burglaries
showed slight declines, a survey
by The Chronicle of Higher Education found.
Daniel P. Keller, UofL's
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9. Burglary: 18. Auto theft: I.
Liquor I. Drugs: 0. Weapons:
0.
Northern Kentucky - Enrollment: 12,006. Crimes per 100:
0.25.
Sex: 2. Robbery: 0. Assault:
11. Burglary: 1. Auto theft: 1.
Liquor 10. Drugs: 4. Weapons:
1.
University of Kentucky Enrollment: 23,670. Crimes per
100: 0.91.
Sex: 2. Robbery: 5. Assault:
33. Burglary: 90. Auto theft:
17. Liquor 29. Drugs: 36. Weapons: 3.
University of Louisville Enrollment: 21,172. Crimes per
100: 0.43.
Sex: 0. Robbery: 10. Assault:
17. Burglary: 36. Auto theft: I.
Liquor: 23. Drugs: 3. Weapons:
0.
Western Kentucky - Enrollment: 15,271. Crimes per 100:
0.83.
Sex: 1. Robbery: 0. Assault:
0. Burglary: 6. Auto theft: I.
Liquor: 64. Drugs: 52. Weapons: 3.
public-safety director, said the
low incidence of some crimes at
UofL probably reflects the low
percentage of students who live
on campus and the relatively few
on-campus social events. UoIL
has more than 21,000 students,
but only about 2,500 of them live
on campus.

Drug abuse isn't a serious
problem at UofL, Keller said,
adding that "we'd know about
it" if it were, because drug
offenses spawn surges in other
sorts of crime, including theft.
Universities compile and report
crime data annually under a pair
of federal laws.
The Chronicle collected information on colleges and universities with more than 5,000 students each. For 1994 - or, for
some campuses, the 1994-95
academic year - the universities
reported that drug arrests nationally were up 23 percent over
1993 and alcohol-related arrests
increased 6 percent.
The newspaper reported that
forcible sex offenses increased 12
percent but that aggravated
assaults dropped 3 percent.
There were 19 reported murders on campuses, four more than
in 1993, but Kentucky's largest
campuses reported no murders in
either year. (In September 1994,
UK football player Trent DiGiuro
was killed in an off-campus
shooting in Lexington.)
Drug arrests are up at colleges
nationwide in part because more
private colleges are getting the
authority to make arrests on their
campuses, said Douglas Tuttle,
president of the International
Association of Campus Law
Enforcement Administrators.
Tuttle, who's also public safety
director at the University of
Delaware, said increased awareness about drug and alcohol
abuse also has led to more tips to
campus police departments.

-Color Picture-in -Picture
-Surround Sound Capability
• MTS Stereo with Spatial
Equalization (SEq) 15 Watt
Aucko System
•18--Jack Rear Audio/Video Jack
Panel including S-Video
Universal
Remote
'Maryland Oak Color Finish
Control

•Trip...
FROM PAGE 1
the system, Glasgow's electric
plant can monitor peak usage
throughout the city and avoid any
overloads.
"If there is a power overload
somewhere in the city, they can
send a message to the homes in
that area asking them to turn off
any unnecessary appliances.
"Someone down at the electric
company can send this message
directly through the television
sets of the affected homes,"
Thompson said.
The system also ties schools
together so that a teacher can
work directly with another teacher or class in another school
across the city.
"They can even control traffic
flow through the city from one
central location," Thompson said.
"Lets use Murray as an example:
If we have traffic gridlock at a
certain intersection during a certain event, someone at a central
location can program the traffic
signals to allow that traffic to
flow better without having to go
to the site of the problem."
Currently, the Glasgow system
serves 7,000 users, 120 telephone
customers and 750 personal computer stations.
Glasgow's initial cost of
installing the system was 51.5
million to run 120 miles of lines.
The cost breaks down to $12,000

per mile. The addition of cable
television service cost another
51.3 million.
Cherry said the trip Wednesday
should tell city officials whether
Murray should consider such a
system.
"We're going there really just
to investigate the system's feasibility. This system has brought
national attention to Glasgow and
people from all over the country
are going there to see it," he said.
When asked if the City of Murray would or could invest in such
a system, Cherry said it was a
good possibility.
"I definitely think we would
consider it," he said. "We have a
very progressive-thinking council
and if they would spend $5 million on our water system, I think
they would give this some
thought."
City Administrator Don Elias
echoed Cherry's comments.
"I don't think any of us really
knows too much about this system overall, which is why we're
going there," he said. "We need
to see what it's all about, but I'm
very optimistic about it."
Glasgow's reason for developing the system was "to facilitate
new economic growth by enabling commerce to take place
through the movement of information instead of the movement
of automobiles."

CHILDREN WMI SPECIAL NEEDS
presented by

Dottie Kraemer, R.N.
Saturday, April 27
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Education Unit, Classroom

PVR4663MK
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REBATEI
Learn mechanisms to cope with children who have
disorders such as attention deficit hyperactive
disorder (ADHD), Down's syndrome, etc. Learn 20
ways families and professionals can help themselves as they meet the challenges of caring for
special needs children.

Model VR4225HF
$50 Rebate
-Stereo Hi-Fi with Built-in MTS Stereo Decoder
-4-Head HO Double Azimuth Video System

'239.95 after rebate
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Ms. Kraemer is a parent consultant for the Technical Assistance Team for Early Intervention Services
at Murray State University. She is a registered
nurse for a Murray pediatrician and the parent of a
special needs child.
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reregistration required. Call (502) 762-1384 or
toll free at 1-800-342-MCCH by 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Apr. 25. All Saturday Seminars are free
and open to the public.
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1914 Coldwator Road • Murray • 753-2900
Mon.-Frl. 8-5, Sat. 9-12 noon

State police ordered not to
use unmarked cars for stops
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The governor of New York has
issued an executive order barring
New York State Police from
using unmarked cars in traffic
stops, fueling a similar move in
Louisville.
Gov. George Pataki cited the
same motive as a Louisville
alderman who has proposed a
similar measure - allaying
motorists' fears being pulled over
by police impersonators. Pataki
issued the order last week.
When Louisville Alderman
Dan Johnson proposed the same
thing earlier this month, he was
forced to withdraw his proposal
under criticism that barring the
police from using the unmarked
cars would hamper law enforcement efforts.
Pataki and Johnson have said

FROM PAGE 1
center 24 hours a day.
"All the money that's been
spent on the EOC, and you can't
warn your people?" he said Sunday before a tour of the areas
hardest hit by the storm in Berea.
Two of Madison County's 23
disaster-alert sirens are in Berea,
where a historic section of the
town was hardest hit by the
tornado.
The sirens and the center were
financed by the federal government in case of an emergency at
the Blue Grass Army Depot in
Richmond, where nerve agents
are stored.
The depot can sound the sirens
in the event of a chemical weapons leak. They are also to be
used in local emergencies such as
severe weather.
Even if someone had been
there when the National Weather
Service issued the tornado warning, the likelihood of people
hearing the sirens is fairly slim
because they are designed to alert
people outside, Jackson said.
Plus, there just wasn't enough
time, he said.
"If we had sounded the sirens
within five minutes of the tornado, people would have been in
their cars, moving from house to
house to get to a safe place. Peo-

their proposals were triggered by
news reports of a South Carolina
incident where a police officer
battered a woman who did not
pull over immediately in response
to his blue lights. The woman
claimed she was afraid to pull
over because she thought the pursuer might be a police
impersonator.
Experu say there is little evidence about the value of
unmarked cars in traffic enforcement. But they also say there is
little data on how common police
impersonation is.
Johnson said nearby cities,
including Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and St. Louis have similar
ordinances. He has agreed to
delay his proposal until after the
primary election in May.

MURItAY-CA11CMAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

ple would've been hurt," Jackson
said.
Berea Mayor Clifford Kerby
has questioned whether the closing of the Lexington bureau of
the National Weather Service earlier this year increased the
amount of time it took for the
weather service to issue the alert.
Marty Trexler, a meteorologist
with the Louisville bureau, said it
didn't.
"In this case we got the warning out five to seven minutes
before the tornado. That's very
good," Trexler said. "With this
technology, it's not going to get
/6etter than that."
sides, he said, the Lexington
office used to get all of its forecasts from Louisville.
The only way for notification
to be faster is for citizens to
purchase their own National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration radios. That way their:
can cut out the middle man and:
get the information directly
their homes, Trexler said.
Gov. Paul Patton also was•
promoting the radios on his tour
of Berea Sunday.
The Madison County EOC will.
distribute 10,000 radios free to:
homes near the depot this sum--;
mer. They're also available it:
electronic stores for between Mk:
and $40, Trexler said.
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•Team...
FROM PAGE 1
some houses off their foundations, before moving on to St.
Paul, a rural community 50 miles
away. At least 50 people were
injured and more than 330 left
homeless.
"Everything's basically
gone," City Administrator Stub
Boynton said Monday as he
toured the hardest-hit neighborhoods. "It is staggering ... truly
staggering."
Federal Emergency Management Agency inspectors planned
to begin touring the area today.
The Red Cross said 636 houses,
30 apartment units and 217
businesses were damaged. Of
those, 35 houses, five apartments
and 78 businesses were beyond
repair. Damage was put in the
millions of dollars.
The worst damage was in a
historic district downtown where some of the buildings date
to the 1800s - and a residential
area IA miles away. Several
buildings collapsed.
Firefighters conducted a houseto-house check for damage and
victims Monday evening, but
were hampered by traffic jams
caused by sightseers.

•Dump...
FROM PAGE 1
impose one was defeated in the
General Assembly in 1991 Bickford said the emphasis on
garbage could produce recommendations for future legislation.
There will be 15 public forums
held in May and June to point up
local dumping problems and how
to resolve them.
The toll-free telephone number
to report an open dump or someone littering is (888) 663-8677.
•
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Five people who police said:
were about to start looting were:
arrested and charged with prowling. Said police Cpl. Tim Randolph, "We're having a problem
with lookers and some of the
lookers are looking to loot."
In Fort Smith, a 2-year-old girl-.
and a 5-year-old boy were;
crushed to death when the houses--;
they were in collapsed. Outside:
one house, rows of 30-foot trees'.
2 feet in diameter lay across the
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Street.

In St. Paul, police found the
bodies of a man and his 10-yearold son in the ruins of their house
Monday. "It just disintegrated,""
Deputy Bill Mason said.
Along Interstate 40, tractortrailer trucks were left strewn like
toys. "I seen four semi's on.
Interstate 40 on their side, and all.
of them pointing in different
directions," said volunteer work-.:
er Roger Weaver of Alma.
In Oklahoma, severe storms:.
and flash floods Sunday and
Monday were blamed for five
traffic deaths and damage to 359:
buildings.
•:-:
The tornadoes were part of a:.
series of storms that swepl::
through the Midwest and South::
over the weekend, also causing
major damage in Berea, Ky.
From Friday afternoon through
Monday afternoon, 111 tornadoes
had been reported, according tothe National Weather Service'sStorm Prediction Center.
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CLARIFICATION
In Monday's story about the
Calloway man who suffered heat
injuries from an ax wound, it mu
incorrectly reported that marijuana plants were found inside tilt
residence of Gene Higgins. The
plants were actually found out
side the residence.
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Jared Crouch, Allyson Miller and Bryan Scott in Mrs. Falwell's North
Calloway Elementary School are preparing for Halloween. They are stuffing their painted bags to make jack-o'-latems to hang in a pumpkin
patch.
During the social studies unit "Studying Careers," Mrs. Pafterson's
class at East Elementary participates in a presentation given by Mrs.
Sherry Crittendon. She explained about her job as a registered nurse
working in home health services.
t 0

These students from East Calloway Elementary have been studying
about Mexico in their music class. They are students of music teacher
Linda Stalls. Pictured are some of her students with their homemade
maracas.

mar+
Students in Karen unck's ciass at North Calloway Elementary use silent
reading time as a favorite time of day for the students who enjoy time
to choose a good book.

Dr. Kenneth Tucker, professor of English at Murray State University,
spoke to Dawn Poole's honors English I class about "Romeo & Juliet.
°
Pt

Calloway County High School's alternative program student Amy Tipton
helps cafeteria worker Deiorise Boggess during cooking activities for
Valentine's Day with preschooler Ashely Bowman in Sherida Gentry and
Brenda Scarbrough's class at Calloway Preschool.

After reading the story "The Josephina Story Quilt," Nikki Adams, Brittany Walker and Lisa Hutson, students from Thenia Gibson class language arts class, share special memories of family quilts.

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrathe staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Dr. Robin Howe, a heart surgeon, explains the importance and use of
articlel heart valves to Stephanie Wyatt's biology and health classes at
Calloway High School.

V .

Chase Futrell and Zachary Baker at North Calloway Elementary work
together on their entry for the PTO membership drive. The students
decorated a race car which was later used to indicate class PTO
members.

Angela Oliver and Sherrie Sexton, fifth grade students at Murray Middle
School, are playing the game "Gettysburg." This activity is part of the
Civil War unit they are studying in Lanette Hunt's class.

Brandy Hyuhn, Doug Wright and Dominique Hudspeth, fourth graders at
Murray Middle School, are playing angklungs. These instruments were
brought by Sue McNeary from Africa to Beth Stibling's interdisciplinary
music class.

5.

Student teacher Dawn Pool assists Cortney Hamby and Johnna Stockdale in a scene from "Romeo and Juliet"
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School Supply

FREE
CONTACTS

Spring Is On
The Wing
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With purchase of complete pair
of eyeglasses & exam.

Personalized Books
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Low prices on high quality
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Enjoy the new season.. take time to
read. Give your child a book that they
become a part of.

CHECKISI
Your child's education is very

_

important to us. That is why we
carry • large inventory of educational
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Anna Scott, a sixth grade Murray Middle School band student, is preparing for her participation in the solo and ensemble festival.

PFC Jay Todd visited Lanette Hunt's social studies class and shared
information about his recent tour of duty in Korea. PFC Todd is shown
sharing some of the items he brought to Lacy Hocking, Neil Todd and
John Trevathan, all fifth graders at Murray Middle School.

• Niumil

In addition, we now carry:

Used CD's/Books
Beautiful Kentucky Crafts

The Bookshelf

Add•A•Name Books, Ett.

207 5th Ave.
Calvert City
395-1710

Southside Shopping Center
615 S. 12th St. • Murray
753-4868

and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and see the many different
titles wo have to oiler.
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FROM OUR READERS

Director gives thanks
Dear Editor:
This weekend has been very traumatic both with the drowning of one
of the young men from Calloway County and the severe weather that has
left a lot of people homeless. But once again the people of Calloway
County have come through.
Calloway County can be very proud of all the rescue responders who
worked so tirelessly with the dragging operation. Thanks go out to each
of them.
Also, I would like to thank the businesses who donated food for the
rescue 1,tople: Hardee's for the sandwiches on Saturday night and coffee
on Saturday night and Sunday morning; and Ropers for the doughnuts on
Sunday morning. My appreciation also goes to Ruth and Mel Day,Red
Cross Disaster volunteers, who worked feeding the rescue people.
I would,also, like to thank Disaster volunteers Ray Clark and Annette
Lale of Calloway County and David Groves of Marshall County. With
only a three hour notice, Ray and David left Saturday night with our
Emergency Response Vehicle to feed the tornado victims in Berea,
Kentucky. Annette left for Marshall County,Tennessee to help with the
storm relief effort there.
I appreciate each of these people who are willing to give ofthemselves
to help others. People like these are what makes Calloway County a
wonderful place to live and work.
Peggy Billington, Executive Director
Calloway County Chapter American Red Cross
607 Poplar, Murray, KY 42071

Appreciation expressed
Dear Editor:
All of the troops in our Girl Scout Service Unit would like to thank our
many family members,friends and neighbors for buying our Girl Scout
cookies. Thanks to you, we sold a total of 33,204 packages, and the
proceeds we raised will help us do so many exciting things. Special
thanks to Wal-Mart and Kroger for letting us hold our booth sales in their
stores.
Our troops worked hard to meet personal and troop goals. Out of every
box, between $.35 and up to $.60 went directly to troop treasuries, girl
incentives, and troop cash bonuses. The money that troops earned
supports our activities, service projects, and trips throughout the year.
All the rest of the money stays right in the Kentuckiana council to benefit
all of the members. Girl Scouts participating in the sale learned to set
goals, develop responsibility, practice money management,and experience the satisfaction of following through on a commiunent.
Thanks to area residents, our Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council sold a
record number of packages.
Conny ()away
Girl Scout Volunteer/Communications Manager
158 Winterset Lane, Murray, KY 42071

We knew him when
Before it starts, they read and reread the program and shift in their
MAIN STREE"I'
seats, glancing nervously at the
nearly-empty house. With so few in
the audience,it is going to be hard to
sneak out at the end to get to the
other things that need doing. After
all, it is a Saturday afternoon in the
spring-- one of the first really warm
Ledger & Times columnist
and sunny days following a long
winter -- and there are lots more
retribution, the sheriff interrogates
practical tasks to complete on this the other hunters, locals who knew
day than coming to a staged reading
and fought with Gray during the
of a play that isn't even really
Civil War. As each man is quesfinished yet.
tioned, the tragic story of Captain
Nevertheless, once the acting
Gray Bolton unfolds.
company takes their seats on the
We find that Bolton went to war
stage and the reading begins, no one
with a group from Carroll County,
in the audience steals furtive
Tennessee, fighting for the Union
glances at their watches, or casts
cause. Bolton was one of many in
looks of longing toward the exits.
the county who claimed ancestors
Robert Allen's new play-inback to the Revolutionary War, a
progress captivates the audience
proud heritage they were willing to
immediately. Of course, a tale of defend even though they had lived
post-Civil War mayhem is hard to
in the South for generations.
resist, especially when it begins
Educated in the classics, Bolton
with the murder of the title character
admired ancient generals, and
Gray Bolton, during a Christmas sought to exemplify their genius
in
Day hunt.
war. He brought a protege with him,
Felled by a coward's bullet in the
young Lonnie Hampton, an innowinter woods,Gray is found "frozen cent teenager who served as cook
with his own blood to the ground," and flag boy for the Carroll
County
the bullet hole "right where his unit. Lonnie was also a loyal student
suspenders crossed beneath his to Bolton's zealous tutoring on the
coaL" From the placement of the exploits of Alexander of Macedon,
wound, the coroner concludes that who had conquered the known
the murderer rode on horseback, as world at around the same age Bolton
Gray had. The only real clue is the was when he went off to fight
The
bullet, one from a muzzle loading War Between The States.
rifle that dates back to RevolutionBolton's idealism, inspires inary times.
credible stupidity. He insists on
With Gray's sister demanding
making speeches about ancient war-

Constance Alexander
riors to his men when they are stuck
in mud up to their belts. He lets his
education set him apart from those
he leads, and its is this lack of
wisdom that trigger's great tragedies, including the death of the
innocent Lonnie.
Bolton's worst betrayal is sparked
by total ignorance. He surrenders to
a Union troop that bluffs him into
believing they have many more
soldiers than they actually do. "We
could have whipped them all before
breakfast and we knew it," the
soldier Jim, remembers bitterly.
The men end up prisoners of war
in Andersonville, the horror of
which is captured in stark detail.
One survivor confesses that he saw
men,"actual human beings, eat the
flesh off their arms. That's how
hungry he was."
Another tells how fierce hunger
caused him to look at clouds and see
things -- "food mostly, ham shaped
clouds and apple shaped clouds -every kind of food you can think
of."
Still another, Jim, describes how
he tried to save his dying brother. "I
fought him for awhile, forced
molded bread into his mouth -- such

food as I might have killed other
men for. But the brotherjust spat out
the crumbs and other desperate men
came and ate them, crumb by
crumb."
Bit by bit, the rest of Gray
Bolton's story unfolds, establishing
motive for everyone in the hunting
party. By the time the play is over,
the audience and the cast are totally
immersed in the visceral world
created by Robert Allen.
"Gray Bolton" is the second in a
series of dramatic pieces by Allen.
Last year his play, "Levi Bolton,"
told another tale of Tennessee
tragedy that left audiences spellbound. "Levi Bolton" was adapted
for radio and broadcast by WKMSFM earlier this year.
Unfortunately, Allen -- whose
own unique story is material for a
play -- will be leaving Murray this
summer. Though he has been teaching as an adjunct member of Murray
State University's English Department for the past five years, no
fulltime position has been available,
and now another educational institution has seized the opportunity.
Recently, Robert accepted a position in the English Department of
University of Tennessee at Martin.
Our community -- and the university -- loses a brilliant writer and
teacher. Our only consolation is that
some day in the future, when plays
like "Gray Bolton" receive critical
acclaim, we can boast that Allen got
his start at the West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival in Murray. We
can say we "knew him when.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
April 12 — The State, Columbia, S.C., on Dan Rostenkowski:
"You shamelessly abused your position," said U.S. District
Judge Norma Holloway Johnson. "You must suffer the burden of
conscience and the burden of public disgrace."
The public disgrace is a sure thing, but the judge was apparently
off the mark when it came to conscience. The man who stood
before her with his arms crossed, quietly acknowledging his guilt
on corruption charges, was far from repentant.
When he talked to reporters outside the courtroom later, Dan
Rostenkowski's voice took on the gruff strength of old as he
explained that he had merely been "singled out" for lapses common to "the vast majority of the members of Congress ... who have
experienced enormous difficulty in determining whether particular
services ... should be classified as congressional, political or
personal."
Yes, ethical standards did evolve during the more than three
decades that "Rosty" served in Congress. ...
But it's highly difficult to believe that a grown man, however
accustomed to perks he may have become, thought the taxpayers
should pay people to mow grass at his summer home, handle
bookkeeping for his family insurance firm, take pictures at family
weddings or supervise the renovation of his home.

April 12 — San Francisco Chronicle on Jessica Dubroff:
Our hearts go out to the grieving family and friends of little Jessica Dubroff, the 7-year-old Pescadero (Calif.) pilot, her father.
Lloyd, and flight instructor Joe Reid, who died ... when their plane
crashed in a blinding rain-and-hailstorm in Cheyenne, Wyo.
When they took off from Half Moon Bay (Calif.) on their crosscountry adventure, with the 4-foot-2 Jessica at the plane's controls,
we were charmed by the notion of a child setting a transcontinental
aviation record.
It was noted in passing that the Guinness Book of Records has
stopped recognizing the "youngest pilot" category for fear of
encouraging unsafe flights, and the Federal Aviation Administration will not license a pilot younger than 16.
But Lloyd Dubroff explained why he allowed Jessica to make the
daring, 6,900-mile round-trip flight at her age: "Because my
daughter requested it. And because I thought she was capable of it
and because I thought it was safe." In the wake of the crash, those
words ring with a tragic irony.
Now the cruel but stubborn questions are about adult judgment
and parental responsibility.

Mideast fear peacemakers
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Middle East, where hope is so
often shaken by violence, is suspicious of those who arrive with
plans for peace. Questions are
raised about the actions of all the
major players — as well as aspiring ones — in the troubled
region.
The United States towers
above all outsiders as the nation
with the greatest influence and
potential to broker a peace
agreement.
In that role, Secretary of State
Warren Christopher met with
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Peres on Sunday and then flew to
Damascus for another meeting
with Syrian President Hafez
Assad.
But this time, Christopher was
not alone in the region.
Yevgeny Primakov, Russia's
foreign minister, and Herve de
Charette, his French counterpart,
were in Lebanon, pressing separate formulas that would put far
more pressure on Israel than any
proposal put forth by the United
States.
"If there will be more than one
channel there will be total confusion," said Israeli Prime Minister
Shimon Peres, dismissing the
efforts of the Russian and French
ministers.
Before the collapse of the
Soviet Union, Moscow was the
strongest ally of the Arab countries maintaining a state of war

WASI IINGTON TOAY

Donald M. Rothberg
Diplomatic Writer
with Israel. In addition to diplomatic backing, the Soviets supplied arms to their Arab allies.
Primakov was one of the Soviet
diplomats most closely identified
with that policy.
France ruled what is now Syria
and Lebanon from 1920 until the
end of the Second World War.
Both Russia and France would
like to regain their former influence, if not power, in the Arab
world.
Primakov's rhetoric upon
arriving in Beirut seemed
designed to win favor among the
Arab nations. He called for quick
action to confront "continued
Israeli aggressions, which caused
international anger."
De Charette and Primakov
were backing proposals to require
Israel to withdraw from the security zone it maintains in southern Lebanon.
Christopher, on the other hand,
faces criticism that the United
States tilts too strongly toward

Israel's position.
Israel was the target of widespread criticism for its sustained
bombardment of southern Lebanon, in response to shelling by
Iranian-backed Hezbollah guerrillas. But the Clinton administration repeatedly defended the
Israeli action on the ground that
Hezbollah had fired the first
shots and that Israel had a right
to defend itself.
After Israeli shells struck near
a U.N. installation last week and
killed more than 100 Lebanese
refugees, President Clinton
renewed his call for a cease-fire
and sent Christopher to the
region.
Ironically, the administration
now finds itself accused of not
being tough enough in its dealings with Syria.
"We've hardly been too reasonable with Syria," Christopher
said in an interview Sunday on
ABC. "They're on our drug list,
they're on our terrorism list; they
understand the dissatisfaction we

have with them."
But Christopher would not discuss reports that the Katyusha
rockets Hezbollah guerrillas fire
into northern Israel are shipped to
them after arriving at the Damascus airport.
Assad is the most enigmatic
figure in the latest outbreak of
violence.
After meeting with the Syrian
leader Saturday night, Christopher said Assad "indicated he
had a strong interest in a ceasefire and that they were working
to achieve it."
But the secretary of state has
also said that "there is no doubt
in my mind that Syria has great
influence over Hezbollah."
Christopher said a cease-fire in
southern Lebanon is "a real possibility." Yet, Assad has not
been willing to use his influence
over the guerrillas to end the
rocket attacks.
Christopher has met with
Assad nearly two dozen times.
"We have had some very candid
and frank discussions," he said.
Less than a year ago those discussions seemed to have Israel
and Syria moving close to a
peace agreement. Now the two
countries appear to have moved
apart again.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald
M. Rothberg covers foreign
affairs for The Associated
Press.
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Service at Stewart Stadium parking lot

a
I.

The Clarks River Stewardship Committee will hold an ecumenical, environmental service demonstrating the need for citizen concern for changes in the watershed on Thursday, April 25, at 7 p.m.
in the northeast corner of Stewart Stadium parking lot, Murray State
University. The Rev. David Montgomery and Fr. Andre Trevathan
will lead the service. The public is invited to share in this celebration of Earth Week and the commitment to support positive changes
in the envirdnmental quality of the community. For more information call the sponsoring groups: First Presbyterian Church, St. John's
Episcopal Church, or Center for Environmental Education at MSU.

Foster homes are needed here
a

a

There is a need in Calloway County for foster homes to provide
temporary care for children who because of physical or sexual
abuse, neglect, or other reasons cannot safely stay in their own
homes. An open informational meeting about becoming foster
parents for the Department of Social Services will be Monday, April
29, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Interested
persons are encouraged to attend the meeting or call Bonnie Smith at
753-5362 or 1-502-247-2900.

Whitfield golf event on April 28
The Truman Whitfield Memorial Scholarship Golf Tournament
will be Sunday, April 28, at 1 p.m. at Oaks Country Club. The cost
will be $20 per person with cart not included. If interested please
call Charlie Hargrove at 753-0303 or the Oaks Pro Shop at
753-6454.

Ladies class will hear Pounders
Ladies Bible Class at University Church of Christ will meet Wednesday, April 24, at 9:30 a.m. at the church fellowship hall. Jim
Pounders, minister, will be guest speaker. A potluck luncheon will
follow.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday, April
25, at 7:30 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This group is comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), stillb irths or miscarriages. For more information call Director of Pastoral Care Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or
Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, April 25, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Special seminar on Saturday
Dottie Kraemer, parent consultant for the Technical Assistance
Team for Early Intervention Services at Murray State University,
will present a special seminar on ways to deal with the challenge of
parenting and caring for a special needs child. This will be Saturday,
April 27, from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. in third floor education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Preregistration by April 25 may
be made by calling 762-1384.

NARFE Chapter to meet Friday
Mancil Vinson will discuss the 1996 legislative session at the regular meeting of Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees on Friday, April 26, at 11:30 a.m. at
Eva's Country Kitchen, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. President Glen Sims urges all members and prospective members to
attend.

PAAMI meeting on Thursday
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet
Thursday, April 25, at 6:30 p.m. in the Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital ground floor, Paducah. PAAMI is a support/advocacy group for
persons with a neuro-biological disorder and their family and
friends. For information or transportation call Phyllis Dale Gibbs at
435-4138.

Rev. and Mrs. Roscoe Feagin

Anniversary reception
will be held Sunday
The Rev. and Mrs. Roscoe Feagin will be honored in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 28.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of Spring Creek Baptist Church, Rt. I, Almo, located
off Airport Road.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests
that guests not bring gifts.
The Feagins were married April 30, 1946, by the late Rev. J.H.
Thurman at his home in Murray. Their attendants were Basil and
Jeanette Feagin, brother and sister-in-law of the groom.
Mrs. Feagin, the former Frankie Madelle Travis, is the daughter of
the late Mabra and Ruble Travis of Almo. Rev. Feagin is the son of
the late Thomas Eddie and Lillian Feagin of Graves County.
They are the parents of four children: Mrs. Norma Lampkins and
husband, Jimmy, of Mayfield; Mrs. Marylon Suiter and husband,
Gary, David Feagin, and Daniel Feagin, all of Murray.
They have six grandchildren, two stepgrandchildren, two greatgrandchildren and one stepgreat-grandchild.

Leaders attend event
Local Girl Scout leaders
attended the 1996 annual meeting
of Kentuckiana Girl Council held
Saturday, April 20, at Hurstbourne Hotel and Conference Center,
Louisville.
Delegates representing the local area Girl Scouts were Junew
Vander Molen, Cheryl Hicks,
Darlene Brumley and Linda
Morris.
Other local Girl Scout leaders
attending were Karen Olson, Sue
Rotterman, Debbie Jones and
Conny Ottway.
The Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council is an organization of volunteers whose mission is to provide the leadership and program
to "inspire girls with the highest
ideals of character, conduct, patriotism, and service that they may
become happy and resourceful
citizens."

Music Chorus to rehearse Thursday
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal on Thursday, April 25, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. The chorus will sing at the next general meeting of the club
on Thursday, May 2, at 6:45 p.m. at the club house. Margie Shown,
director, and Beth Stribling, accompanist, urge all chorus members
to attend.

Kentuckiana is one of the larger councils in the U.S.A. with
6,000 adult volunteers served as
role models, encouraging over
17,600 girls to take responsibility
for their lives, their happiness,
and the betterment of their
community.
Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council is a United Way agency.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Easter Star held its
monthly meeting on Tuesday,
April 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.
Brenda Newberry, worthy matron protem, and Don Newberry,
worthy patron, presided.
Introductions included Marjorie McClure of Clinton Chapter,
Ambassador of Goodwill of the
Grand Chapter, and several past
matrons and past patrons.
Other officers in attendance

Get in shape BETORE the Summer!
Give us 30 minutes
3 times a week & you will see results!

Tuesday, April 23
Murray Elementary School PTA
'Game Night'/6-8 p.m./Curris Center,
Murray State University.
Murray Uons Club annual light bulb
and broom sale.
Murray Family YMCA organizational
meeting for new high school service
club/6:30-8:30 p.m./1510 Chestnut St.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./Board Room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/753-9395, 489-2046, or 759-2512.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church.
Hardin Tops Chapter/7 p.m/Hardin
Library.
First Presbyterian Church International Dance/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5.15 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Tabitha Devine, mezzo-soprano,
recital/6:30 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
FA Center, MSU.
Urban Bush Women concert by Murray Civic Music Association/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU. Info/
762-4516.
Wednesday, April 24
Murray Independent Schools'
Preschool/Head Start registration/1-6
p.m./Room 110, Special Education
Bldg., MSU. Info/762-3262,
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Country Club ladies' golf/9:30
a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
St. Leo Catholic Church Teen Life/7
p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board and Council on Mlnistries/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW and Parenting Class/5 p.m.;
Choir/6:30 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies'
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible Classes/7
P.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.

Wednesday, AprIl 24 !
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studlet/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church group
meetings and prayer service/7 p.rp
Reading Room open/12 noort3
p.m./Chnstian Science Church
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New ML Carmel Baptist Church prayer service/7 pm
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Bi_bJe
Study/10 a.m.; Preschool Music/A:15
p.m.; Choristers/4:30 p.m.; Kids CISip/5
p.m.; Singer Unlimited/5:30 p.m Adult
Handbell/6 p.m.; Chancel Choir/730
p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time,
Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir and
Intercessory Prayer/7:45 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Teacher Career Day/Curris Center
Ballroom, MSU/9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m;
MSU Symphonic Band Concert/8
p.m./Johnson Theatre, FA Center.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8,30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery at MSU/open
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Band will
present
concert
The Murray State Symphonic
Band will present a concert on
Wednesday, April 24, at 8 p.m. at
Robert Johnson Theater, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
John Fannin, Scott Fowler and
Tera Jones are directors of the
band.
The program will include many
standard concert works including
"Chester" by William Schuman,
"Blessed They Are" by Brahms,
"Hounds of Spring" by Alfred
Ree, and "Rolling Thunder," a
circus march featuring the trombone, euphonium and tuba
sections.
"This concert will be a musical
smorgasbord, a little something
for everybody," said Director
John Fannin. The program is
open to the public and admission
is free.

were Carmel and Ruby Byers,
Maxine Kaiser, luta Hutson, Dorothy and Bob Bazzell, Janice
McCully, Helen Webb, Flo
Rogers, Nancy Manning, Ramona
Mileham, Betty Noble, Frances
Churchill and Lassie Samuelson.
The next meeting will be Tuesday, May 14, at 7:30 p.m, at the
Masonic Hall.
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Qunshine Center
P`.."i Christian Daycare

If you are
a size ...

•Breakftiat, Lunch, Snack Provided
*Daily Devotions
*Field Trips
*Swimming
*And Much More
•404:A Crafts
*Lots of Fun
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SECRETARY

Sweet indulgence is in store for the office assistant who
gives his or her all. Let us help you choose from a
divine collection of tantalizing chocolates, teas, coffees
& more. We'll even gift wrap and deliver your selection
locally at no extra charge.
Professional Secretary's Day Wednesday, April 24, 1996

759-3400
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Maddux dominates Dodgers 4-1
Braves hurler gets
17 groundouts in
71st complete game
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — This was
the Greg Maddux baseball has
come to expect.
Maddux scattered eight hits in
his first complete game of the
season, getting 17 ground-ball
outs Monday night as he led the
Atlanta Braves over the Los
Angeles Dodgers 4-1.

"Tonight I located my fastball
better and pitched down better
than I have," Maddux said.
Maddux (3-1) hadn't exactly
struggled in his earlier starts, but
he was far from his best.
He struck out seven and
walked none against the Dodgers
in the 71st complete game of his
career.
"I think the hitters let you
know how you're pitching by the
type of swings they take," Maddux said. "Maybe they're swinging late or out in front. Sometimes they're right on the ball."
Maddux threw strikes on 77 of
108 pitches, helping Atlanta to its

sixth win in eight games following a 5-7 start.
"Sometimes one run is all he
needs," Tom Candiotti said. "If
he gets two or more, he'll lock
the door on you. I didn't go into
the game with that approach, but
in the back of your mind, you
know if it's Greg pitching, you'd
better be rather flawless."
Candiotti (1-2) gave up all four
runs and six hits in five innings
as Los Angeles lost its lost its
fourth straight. The Dodgers are
1-5 on their seven-game road
trip.
Klesko, tied with Detroit's
Cecil Fielder and Florida's Gary

Sheffield for the major league
lead at nine, hit a 418-foot homer
in the fourth following an RBI
double by David Justice.
Atlanta went ahead in the second when Justice singled and
scored on a double by Javy
Lopez.
Los Angeles tied the score in
the fourth when Greg Gagne
doubled, took third on Mike Piazza's single and came around on a
double-play grounder by Eric
Karros.
Karros singled in the ninth
inning, his first hit off Maddux in
21 career at-bats.
Los Angeles put runners on

first and second in the sixth, but
Piazza hit into a double play.
Notes: Maddux got career
strikeout No. 1,500 in the eighth
inning when he struck out pinchhitter Milt Thompson. ... The
game took just 2 hours, 2
minutes. ... Maddux is 49-11 in
73 starts since the 1993 All-Star
break. In those games, the righthander has allowed more than
three earned runs only five times.
... Tuesday's game between the
Braves and Dodgers, featuring
starters Tom Glavine and Chan
Ho Park, will be televised in
South Korea.

HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL

Grogan
leading
OVC by 3

Murray earns 6-2
district win over
Marshall Monday

Ex-Murray High golfer
shoots 5-under-par 67

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

After five straight one-run
games, the Murray Tigers found
some breathing room Monday in
a 6-2 Fourth District win over
Marshall County at Ty Holland
Field.
Murray (6-3 overall, 3-1 district) was batting in the bottom of
the sixth inning when the game
was called because of rain. Murray had dropped three of its previous four games.
"This was one of our better
games since coming off spring
break," Murray coach Cary Miller said. "We played Monday like
we played before spring break."

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — No
stranger to golf championships, Murray State's Adam
Grogan carried a three-stroke
lead into today's final round of
the Ohio Valley Conference
men's golf championship.
Getting around Opryland's
Springhouse course with a
5-under-par 67 on Monday,
Grogan leads three golfers
who shot 2-under 70s.
As a team, Murray State is
in fifth place with a team total
of 294, but just two strokes
out of the lead. Morehead
State leads the event at 292,
followed by three schools at
293.
Murray State's Todd Thomas, also a Murray High graduate, shot a first-round 74 to
sit in a tie for 15th.

Marshall catcher Robert Sanders
secures a force out of Murray's
Shane Andrus in Monday's game at
Ty Holland field.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
One out was all that separated
Calloway's Ray Stone from a nohitter on Monday.
Stone gave up a bloop single
with two outs in the seventh
inning to lose the no-hitter, but
Calloway plated four runs in the
fourth inning to beat visiting
Christian Fellowship 4-0.
"That's two good games he's
pitched back-to-back," Laker
head coach Eddie Morris said of
Stone, now 4-0 on the season.

Murray jumped on Marshall
starting pitcher Carson Dunn early, scoring three runs in the first
inning off five singles. Shane
Andrus, Jason West and Ethan
Crum all crossed the plate.
Marshall cut Murray's lead to
3-1 in the second inning, but
scored only one more run the rest
of the day. Tiger starter Stephen
Crouch gave up only two hits
through the first five innings
while striking out nine. Crum
came on in the sixth and fanned
two more.
"We had a very well-pitched
game," Miller said. "We also ran
the bases well and played good
defense."
Marshall came within 3-2 in
the fourth inning, but Murray
scored two runs in the bottom of
the fourth as John David Poynor
doubled and later scored on a
• See Page 7

Stone flirts with no-hitter,
settles for shutout of CFS
Lakers move
to 9-1 on year

GREG MADDUX

Ex-Card
Cormier
handles
St. Louis

"He's a real gritty, gutsy player." make it 4-0.
"I told Garner that the pitcher
"He's come on real well,"
added Morris. "We were hoping was going to put one over the
before the season started that middle of the plate after walking
he'd step up and be our number one hitter and hitting the other
two starter and he's taken over (Stone)," said Morris. "Shane got
that job."
his pitch and jumped on it.
Calloway (9-1) plated four
"Shane's done a great job for
runs in the fourth inning, capped us all season with his bat," the
by a two-run single by Shane Laker coach said. "He's had a
Garner.
few key hits for us already this
In the fourth, Josh McKee! and season."
Stone reached on a walk and hit
Garner was 1-for-3 and Ryan
by pitch, and advanced to second
and third on Mitch Ryan's single. •See Page 7
With the bases loaded, Sean
Stonecipher walked to bring in
Calloway pitcher Ray Stone fields a
McKeel. Garner scored Stone and
hit and prepares to throw to first in
Ryan with his single to center. Monday's district game with ChristStonecipher scored the final run
ian Fellowship.
of the inning on a wild pitch to

PRO BASKETBALL

Malone fired as Raptors coach
TORONTO (AP) — Brendan Malone,
his team having finished its inaugural season with a 21-61 record, was fired Monday as coach of the Toronto Raptors
because of differences with with general
manager Isiah Thomas.
He was immediately replaced by assistant coach Darrell Walker, a former teammate of Thomas' who was signed to a
three-year contract.
The moves came one day after the
AP photo

Toronto general manager Isiah Thomas is
shown with new Raptors coach Darrell
Walker, who replaced Brendan Malone.

expansion team completed what Thomas
called a "great year." The collection of
castoffs and young players beat Chicago,
Orlando and Seattle this season, with
home attendance at 950,000.
Malone, who had been an assistant with
Detroit and New York for nine seasons,
was in the first year of a three-year contract reportedly worth $300,000 annually.
"He was a tireless worker," Thomas
said. "Everything that he did was about
winning.
"Unfortunately, as you all know, we
had philosophical differences about the
way this the organization should run and
where we should go in the future."
Malone's departure had been expected

for weeks after he and Thomas openly
disagreed about which players to use and
when to use them.
"As Brendan more or less said himself
his competitive nature more or less made
him shon-sighted and wasn't able to see
the big picture in terms of where we were
trying to go," Thomas said.
In separate news conferences, the Raptors and Malone called the parting
amicable.
Asked if he was fired — as sources earlier indicated — or if he resigned, Malone
said: "Those are just words. It was a
good parting. It's a fair package. And now

MONTREAL (AP) — Rhea!
Cormier finally lived up to his
potential Monday night —
against his old team.
Cormier, traded by St. Louis
before the 1995 season, pitched
a three-hitter for his first career
shutout, leading the Montreal
Expos to a 8-0 win over the
Cardinals.
Henry Rodriguez homered
twice and tied a career high
with five RBIs as the Expos
won their fourth straight.
"It feels good," said Cormier, who allowed 10 runs in
13 innings in his previous throe
starts. "It's always tough when
you have to pitch against the
team you played for."
"Things haven't gone well
for me lately," he added.
"Hopefully this will be a starting point for me."
Cormier (1-1), who struck
out nine and walked none,
retired the first 12 men he faced
before Ron Gant reached on
third baseman Shane Andrews'
error. After Cormier struck out
Gary Gaetti, John Mabry hit a
sharp single to center.
The only other hits off Cormier, acquired from Boston in
January, were singles by Gaetti
in the seventh and Royce Clayton in the ninth.
"Today he was a big-league
pitcher," Expos manager Felipe
Alou said. "He worked faster.
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Rangers continue rampage in AL
By JAIME ARON
AP Sports Writer
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) —
It's far too early to tell whether
the Texas Rangers hot start will
lead to anything but some rather
• meaningless early season team
records.
But no matter what happens
the rest of this season, Texas can
always look back fondly at this
past weekend, when the Rangers
reduced Baltimore's pitching
staff from the AL's best into batting practice fodder.
Texas scored 43 runs in racking up victories by scores of
26-7, 8-3 and 9-6. The Orioles'
ERA climbed from 3.00 to 5.00
as the Rangers hit .388 with 20
extra-base hits. They had 10
home runs, including two grand

I

SCHEDULE
TODAY

BASEBALL
II Calloway at Carlisle
Bardwell — 4130
• Murray vs Reidland
Ty Holland Field — 4 30

SOFTBALL
• Calloway at Marshall
Drattenville — 4 30
TENNIS
• Calloway vs Graves
CCHS/MSU — 4
• Murray vs Heath
MHS/MSU — 4
TRACK

ill

I Quad County meet
Roy Stewart Stadium — 4

Il-
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slams.
"I never thought we'd score
this many runs against this
team," said Dean Palmer, who
was Texas' biggest basher by
going 6-for-11 with four homers,
six runs scored and 11 RBIs.
"We just weren't leaving very
many guys on base like we were
earlier this season. We can't keep
this up for a full season, but this
team is going to score some
runs."
The Rangers previous best
scoring stretch was in 1987, with
45 runs in four games.
The three-game sweep was the
third of the season for the Rangers, who went into Monday
night's game against Chicago
with baseball's best overall
record (13-4) and the best home

SEATTLE (AP) — Fighting
the stigma of two straight firstround eliminations in the NBA
playoffs, the Seattle SuperSonics
face the prospect that Shawn
Kemp may be suspended as they
head into this year's postseason.
The 6-foot-10 power forward
and Tommy Hammonds of Denver were ejected for fighting Sunday night as the Sonics lost to the
Nuggets 99-88 in a regular season finale.
"I saw two guys get tied up
and they tried to separate with
their arms and elbows," Sonics
coach George Karl said. "They
just got tangled up."
Kemp gave the Sonics a 63-59
lead with a 3-pointer with 4:45
left in the third quarter. Return-

FROM PAGE 6

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Freed-Hardeman scored three
runs in the third inning and took
advantage of five Murray State
errors on the day to beat the host
Thoroughbreds 7-4 Monday.
Freed-Hardeman jumped out to
a 2-1 lead heading into the third
before taking contol and leading
5-1 after three. Two more in the
sixth pushed the lead to 7-2.
Murray State's Michael Lewis
took the loss, lasting just two
innings and giving up seven hits.
Doug Davis pitched seven
innings for the 'Breds, allowing
just three hits.
Murray was led at the plate by
Eddie Doyle and Chad Hamm,
each picking up two hits. Hamm,
a freshman from Reidland, also
had two RBI.
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

team in modern history to score
26 runs and the first in the AL
since the Chicago White Sox in
1955. The 16-run eighth was the
second-most runs scored by a
team in one inning since 1900.
The game was so full of highlights and records that it took an
entire 8-by-14 sheet of paper to
list them all. Without a doubt, it
was the most memorable night at
The Ballpark since Kenny
Rogers' perfect game in 1994.
The eight runs Saturday
seemed mild in comparison. Sunday's nine runs were special
because six were driven in by
Palmer, who appeared to be having a breakout season in 1995
until suffering a season-ending
injury in June.

Sonics brace for loss of Kemp

Error-hit •Malone...
'Breds lose
7-4 to F-H
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record in the majors (11-1). They
had won five straight.
"If you look back over our
three series at home — sweeping
Boston, New York and Baltimore
— it's got to get you and your
fans excited," Texas manager
Johnny Oates said.
"We want our players to enjoy
what's happening, but remember
it's not the destination, just part
of our journey."
The Rangers probably will
never forget the way they battered the Orioles on Friday night,
when 16 of their 26 runs came in
the eighth inning. Baltimore manager Davey Johnson was so
despondent he forced backup
infielder Manny Alexander to
pitch for the first time in his life.
Texas became only the 11th

it's time to move on."
Walker, 35, takes over after
just one season as an assistant.
He came to the Raptors after a
10-year career as an NBA player
in New York, Denver, Washington, Detroit and Chicago.
Malone, 54, stuck with a core
of veterans around prized rookie
guard Damon Stoudamire, who
played so much he was eventually sidelined by tendinitis.
Thomas wanted to test such

ing downcourt, Hammonds tried
to set a pick and Kemp met him
with a forearm to his chest. Hammonds also threw a forearm and
the battle was on until coaches,
teammates and referees restored
order.
The Seattle Times quoted
unnamed McNichols Arena security personnel as saying Kemp
pursued Hammonds near the
Denver locker room before being
restrained.
Neither player spoke with
reporters after the game.
NBA officials were awaiting a
copy of the Nuggets' in-house
videotape because the game was
not televised in Denver or Seattle, and a decision on further
penalties against Kemp may be

7
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announced Tuesday.
"Of the 1,189 games, something like 1,050 are on television.
This is one of the ones that
wasn't," NBA vice president
Rod Thorn said. "We have a local TV tape of the aftermath, but it
doesn't show the altercation
itself."
The Sonics ended the season
with the second-best record in the
league and have won more games
than any other NBA team in the
last four years — 239, 18 more
than the Chicago Bulls — but
have lost in the first round of the
playoffs the past two seasons.
"If Shawn gets suspended, it's
a huge deal," Sonics co-captain
Nate McMillan said Sunday
night.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • UFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore
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•
and Dallas Cowboys, Thomas
said the coach should mesh with
the team's long-term strategy and
not the other way around.
"We have a business plan," he
said. "... Darrell can take that
business plan and follow it."
In another move, Raptors scout
Jim Thomas was elevated to
assistant coach.

3-4
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•
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Gloves 2 for 815
players as Jimmy King, Carlos
Rodgers, Vincenzo Esposito,
Martin Lewis and Dwayne
Whitfield.
Walker said he understood
Thomas' philosophy.
"We're on the same page," he
said.
Walker played with Thomas at
Detroit in 1991-92. He also won
an NBA championship with Chicago during the 1992-93 season
and retired after that year.
Citing the success of franchises
such as the San Francisco 49ers
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• Putters
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IRC AVANTE 8830
The Smallest, Lightest 3
Watt Cellular Phone On
the Market

•Stone...
FROM PAGE 6
finished with day 3-for-3. Calloway had five hits on the day.
"We were putting the bat on
the ball, it was just right at
them," explained Morris. "As
long as we're doing that, then
I'm not going to complain."
Stone finished the day with 10

strikeouts and walked just two. It
was Calloway's fourth straight
complete game, dating back to
last week, according to Morris.
Calloway is scheduled to play
at Carlisle County today and will
return to host Murray High on
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at CCHS
field.
(while supplies last)

▪ Murray...

56

sacrifice fly by West and Crouch
reached first on an error to score
Crum, who had walked.
Murray added another run in
the fifth as Shane Andrus reached
first on a fielder's choice and
came home. after West reached on
an error.
Murray totaled nine hits on the
day. West was 2-for-4 with two
RBIs while Andrus was also
2-for-4. Cram knocked in two
runs while Crouch, Poynor,
Micah Cathey and Preston
Weatherly added one hit each.
For Marshall, Scott Shelton
singled and Robert Sanders
homered.
Murray is scheduled to host
Reidland today at 4:30, depending on the weather. The teams
will play a single game instead of
a doubleheader as on the
schedule.
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No Activation Fee
(Normal Charge $35.00)
Plus $50.00 Billing Credit
Offer Good Thru April 30

56

START A NEW BUSINESS!

FROM PAGE 6
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You Can be Financially Independent Between 2-5 Years.
Be Your Own Boss.
Meetings held Tuesday & Thursday at 7-9 pm.
at

56

56
4.1*,

With activation of
convenience plan or higher.

Terry's Rent-To-Own

56

South 12th•Murray, Ky,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Everybody Is Welcome-Bring A Friend

I or 2 year contract required depending on
promonon selected. Monetary credit included
in the promotion is applied 10 first monthly bill.
Promotional offer good through 4-30-96.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
PRESIDENT

S

Convenience Features:

CABINET

CONGRATULATIONS
James A. Schwartz, FICF
...SENIOR EXECUTIVE CLUB

• Largest Local Calling Area
• Emergency Roadside Service
• 24-Hour Customer Care
• Price Plans To Meet Your Needs

Handsfree Operation with Built-In
Microphone and Speaker
Backlit Keyboard
Low Battery Indicator
Dual NAMs
Hearing-Aid Compatible—
.Adjustable .6 or 3.0 Watt
Transmission
Theft Lock
516 Downtown
Murray

(502) 753-0123
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James A Schwartz, FICF
State Manager
401 A Maple
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 502-753-4382

•Cormier...
FROM PAGE 6
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Good tempo."
Rodriguez, starting in left
field in place of injured Moises
Alou, hit a two-ran homer in
the third off Donovan Osborne
(1-1) and a three-run drive in
the seventh off TJ. Mathews.
"I'm working hard, trying to
improve myself," Rodriguez
said. "1 don't care who's pitching. I go out there with all the
confidence in the world."
tiew

Attaining the qualifica ions for the President's Cabinet is
quite a significant accomplishment. His success is the
direct result of management ability, recruiting success and
great dedication to his field representatives.

WOODMEN
-

Woodmen joins his many friends and associates in offering special congratulations for an outstanding performance. Perhaps he is the professional who can help you
determine your career opportunities or life insurance
needs.

1)5

gwr in oCates
OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
Authorized Agent

THE a5) MOBILNET
New activations only Subject to credit check and approval One year service agreement required Fee Arill be charged
for early cancellation of contract Other restrictions may apply
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Legal
Notice

060
La-

Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
public hearing will be held by the City of Murray at City Hall, May
23, 1996, 7:30 p.m., for the purpose of obtaining written or oral
comments regarding the proposed use of Municipal Aid and Local
Government Economic Assistance program funds for the upcoming
year.
Local
Municipal
Government
Aid
Economic
Program
Assistance
Balance Carried Forward
$60,000
$6,500
Anticipated Revenue
$215,000
$1,500
Interest Income
$4,000
$350
Total Funds Available
$279,000
$8,350
PUBLIC INSPECTION:The City's proposed budget and proposed
uses of Municipal Aid and Local Government Economic Assistance
Program funds are available for public inspection at City Hall during
normal business hours.
Interested persons and organizations in Murray are invited to the
public hearing to submit written or oral comments on the proposed
uses of Local Government Economic Assistance funds as they relate
to the City's entire budget. Any person(s)(especially senior citizens)
who cannot submit written coments or attend the public meeting, but
wish to submit comments, should call City Hall at 762-0350, so the
City can make arrangements to secure their comments.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
A

CLASSIFIED
020

Notice
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5. Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $100 Buys mens,
women, children leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $736 in
1996.
For more information
call:

Recliners
Starting At
$99

PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 7534372

NIcCONNELL
INSURANCE

ROULETTE, CRAPS, &
SLOTS 37 Secret strategies that are simple to play.
Send $1500 to SC & S
Publications, Dept M,
P 0 Box 735, Mayfield, Ky
42066
WORKMAN Farms Flower
and Herb Greenhouse,
now open Tuesday thru
Saturday from 9am-5pm
Featuring flowers herbs,
and vegetables Located 7
miles south of Tn-City on
highway 97S

Feature of The ',reek

1996 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1.800-455-4199
'ow 34th es of AMU.

LOST: Pair of men's prescription glasses in black slide in case 436-5650.

NOW AVAILABLE
MICA

OOGITAi 541E11 ITF SYSIEN

,A WARD
4411-4 ELKINS
Coat Spore WIWI,/ • 7131713

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

LOST
Female black & tan
long haired German
Shepherd, wearing
red shock collar. Answers to the name of
Jasmine. Child's pet.
Reward offered. No
asked.
questions
• Please call
Tommy West

14110
Wanted

NURSES Aide, PRN work IMMACULATE Cleaning
as needed, all shifts. Prefer Thorough and reliable
experienced mature indivi- Home and Office cleaning
EXPERIENCED waitress dual, but will train Must be 759-2310
needed for early morning able to work any shift.
shit Apply in person at Pleasant atmosphere, SOMEONE to stay with elGranny's, 1006 Chestnut. good working conditions derly lady, 13 miles East of
Apply in person, no phone Murray, for room, board, &
EXPERIENCED retail clerk calls please. Fern Terrace small salary. Call 474-8040
for ladies dress shop. Apply
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View or 753-7581 after 5pm
to: P.O Box 1040 K, Dr. EOE.
WILL babysit in my home
Murray.
Monday- Friday during the
OPTOMETRIST
seeking
FIRE SAFETY ADVIday Call 759-9108
Experience
assistant
preSORS. $2150 per month.
Full time Send re- WILL do house, apt, office
Company will train. Cal ferred.
sume to Dr. James Court- cleaning Call 474-2131
Mon-Thurs, 9am- 1 pm only.
ney, 1208 Johnson Blvd,
615-399-8269.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
too
HAIRSTYUST and/or Nail PART time handyman to do
Business
Tech positions available.
small maintenance, repair
Opportunity
Mane attraction, Benton.
jobs, & lawn care. Must
527-7717.
have own transportation
BUSINESS OPPORTUNHEALTH nut- get finan- Leave name & phone num- ITY: Busy, full service recially fit Expanding health ber. 753-3018.
stau rant on campus of Mur& sports nutribon company PRESSER, experience ray State, for sale or will
in Western Kentucky area preferred, but riot
neces- consider Managing Genseeking 5 high energy indi- sary, we will train Apply
in eral Partner. Restaurant
viduals with a positive atti- person at the Clothes
Doc- over 2yrs old, currently
tude. Call 502-527-5287.
tor, 521 S 12th Ask for serving lunch & dinner. Tremendous opportunity to
HOME TYPISTS, PC users Chris or Laura.
right person. Extensive
needed. $45,000 income SOMEONE to transport
el- food service experience a
potential.
Call derly person to a Murray
must. Inquiries phone
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B- Golf Course twioe per
week 502-753-7679. Leave mes
8155.
and accompany him while sage if no answer.
HOMEWORKERS urgently playing. Call 362-0389 after
CARPET cleaning and janineeded. Earn weekly pay- 5pm if interested.
torial business, established
checks from the comfort of
your home Free details. SONIC of Murray now hir- in Calloway and Marshall
Rush LSASE to, American ing crew members for both Co's. All equipment in exMedia Associates, Dept day & night shifts Apply in cellent working order. InAA, 381 E Oak Dr, Bucha- person after 2pm. No cluding Deep Steam exphone calls please.
traction machine, janitonal
nan, Tn. 38222.
equipment and supplies.
IMMEDIATE opening for WILDLIFE/ Buyer may resume
Yellow
head housekeeper Murray CONSERVATION JOBS. page ads, $6,000
Game
wardens,
security,
Days Inn. Call 753-6706.
maintenance, etc. No exp. 474-8666.
MURRAY Christian necessary. Now Hiring. For FRANCHISE for sale West
Academy seeking certified info call 219-794-0010 ext Ky & Tenn Nationwide
teachers, grades K-7th. 7159. 8arn to lOpm, 7days. 759-4713
Call 759-1555 or 759-1321
070
for application.
FULLY equipped restaurDomestic
ant for lease Day hours,
NOW accepting applica& Childcare
753-4444, evenings
tions for cooks. Apply daily,
759-1664
A-1
HOUSE
cieaning.
ExMon- Sat, 4-9pm, Willow
perienced,
dependable.
Pond, Aurora, Ky. No
LOCAL franchise opporSatisfaction guaranteed. tunity, Baskins Robbins, in
phone calls please.
April or Julie Lamb. Murray.
Call
NOW hiring cooks, dis- 436-2102 or 436-5950.
502-247-2096.
hwashers & waitresses
AINApply in person, Knoth's CLEANING houses is my TR
business. Reliable Call
ING...Training...Training!
Bar-B-Que, Hwy 641 N. No
Linda 759-9553.
Success in real estate
phone cans please.
sales requires proper training and management supDELIVERY/LIGHT
port. We guarantee it!
Learn more about how you
WE PAY CASH DAILY!
can make it to the top at our
next Century 21 career
Our area's most exciting local merchants/civic
session-- no experience repromotion ever needs 4-7 neat appearing, money
quired, just ambition! Call
motivated people with own transportation (econow for a reserved seat.
nomy car helpful) to earn full time daily cash for
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
their part time morning or evening hours. KnowRealtors. 753-1492. Ask for
ledge of greater Murray area a must! Apply now,
Catherine.

jobs will go fast! Apply in person only, Monday thru
Thursday, 10-6, at 118h/2 S. 5th St., upstairs),
Murray (bldg. across from court house).

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

753-1916

060

EARN up to 1,000's weekly
processing mail. Start now
no experience. Free supplies, information. No obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C, East Colonial Dr,
No 308,Orlando, Fl. 32803.

City of Murray 1996.1997 City Auto Stickers
Name
Mailing Address

Auto Information
Year

Make

Plate No.

Year

Make

Plate No.

Make check payable to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's
Office, 207 South 5th, Murray,KY 42071.Please include a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
May 31st is the last day to purchase auto stickers - 10% penalty
June 1.

ALL WELCOME!
UP TO $9+ PER HOUR
AM/PM SHIFTS
National marketing firm's new Murray office needs
8-12 clear speaking, money motivated people to
earn full time pay for their part time morning or
evening hours working on our area's most exciting
local merchants/civic promotion ever! Perfect for
students, homemakers & great 2nd income
opportunity! Daily cash bonuses also! We train!
Apply now,jobs will go fast! Apply in person only,
Monday thru Thursday,10 a.m.-6 p.m ., at 1181/2S.
5th St.(upstairs), Murray (bldg. across from court
house).

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Will you earn $20.000-$30,000 this year
and more in future years? International
Company in its 8th decade of growth
needs three sales representatives in this
area Are you
•Sports Minded
.Goal Oriented
•Ambitious
•Bondable with good references'?
If you qualify, you will be guaranteed
.2 weeks expense paid training
•Guaranteed income to start
•Complete be
retirement
and
pack age
Unlimited earning potential and advancement possibilities await you Act today for
a secure tomorrow Call Mr Desalvo at
753-5353 on Tue -Wed from 10 a m 8
p m for an appointment and a personal
interview

Spode
EgluiPaoll
New stationary air
bike, exercise table
(Sears), water punher,
maple buffet, bookshelf, oak entertainment center, 19" RCA
color t v, iron bunk
beds, iron antique
baby bed. Porsche
battery operated child&
car, lamps, bar stools,
other items
610 Tanglowood Dr.

753-5677
5'x8' CARGO Trailer, 1 yr
old, $1250 Call 753-4873
ARIENS 32' riding mower,
12 5hp, like new
759-3031

ANNOUNCING! POWER
FUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWK
INS RESEARCH AT
753-7001
HAVING Macintosh problems, Campus MCI, printers, CD-ROMs, memory,
etc? Call the Mac Dr after
4:00pm, M-F or weekends
for inhome service
759-9870
14[1

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night.
ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

GOLF clubs. Wilson ions.
3-9, good set, must sell
Give best offer After 5pm
call 759-2442.
GUNS, buy, sell
436-5650

trade
260

12x42, 2BR, nice condition.
Must move or lease lot
Shown by appt. only,$3000
firm. 502-488-2297.

22n

FOR sale Commercial tanning beds 759-4713
HANDMADE quilt, double
wedding ring design,
78x92. Hunter green &
beige. 759-4800 after 4pm.
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
camouflage clothing, work
boots, guns & ammo,
camping supplies. Jerry's
Sporting Goods,6th & Walnut, Mayfield, Ky.
ROOFING shingles,
$14/sq. Paschall Salvage,
7. mile from Hazel.
498-8964.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length_
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722
TANNING beds new &
used Wolff beds, local
dealer, service, parts, lotions, lamps Financing
available 502-753-9274,
1-800-540-9790.
VINYL floor covering remnant sale Cover your
bathroom CHEAP' Paschall Salvage, '/. mile from
Hazel 498-8964

Musical
SOUND System- Peavy
XR600 Head, Z Electro
Voice speakers, 4 Electro
Voice BK-1 microphones,
$600 Call 901-644-7587

1978, 12x60 WITH 2 lots
near Lake. All appliances,
remodeled, large outbuilding. Extra nice. 436-5794.
1979 CHALLENGER
14x65. Must be moved.
759-1710

20
Miscellaneous
BIG stock of fiberglass roofng & underpinning Some
12tt sheets, $3.00/ea. Paschall Salvage, Y. mile from
Hazel 498-8964.

1979 NORRIS newly remodeled. Must see to appreciate, $8,000 obo.
753-5816.

1984 CRESTWOOD
14'x70', 3br, 2 baths, good
KILL WEEDS Trim & edge condition. $11,000. Call
around trees, landscape 502-753-9294.
beds, shrubs, sidewalks.
1986 14x70, 3BR, 1,4
and driveways with ENbath, central h/a, stove &
FORCER NEXT DAY
refrig, cedar underpinning,
Gress a Weed Killers,
pole. Nice. Must sell,
GUARANTEED! Available
$12,000 obo. 753-7770.
at: MURRAY TRUE
VALUE HOME & AUTO 24x60 DOUBLEWIDE, 3br,
HDWE. NORTHSIDE 2 bath, west of Dexter.
SHOPPING CENTER.
753-9503

/ ALPINE.
•N:C1(634
)Sgabe
„

Clarion
IR

GREY & beige swivel
rocker $50, large Pinewood
Primitiver desk, $65.
753-2635.

ORLANDO, 4 hotel nights
near Disney, use anytime
$300 Value, sell $100
502-327-1989

HANDGUNS, Rifles, ShotRadio
guns. Quality Leather Holsters, Ammos & Acoess. BIG SCREEN TV FOR
BHB Firearms 436-2980. SALE Responsible party to
take on small monthly paySOLOFLEX wall attach- ments. Good credit a must
ments & ski machine Call Call 1-800-718-1657.
after 6, 759-9839
ZENITH console TV
753-7115.
210
27n
Rrewood
Mobile
Homes For Sale
A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
12x40. 502-247-3145.

BRANDON Woodcrafts
We have 911 numbers
502-753-9926

A.11-11

I 4=0

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music.
Dixieland Center

753-0113

KINGSIZE mattress, box
springs & metal bed frame
Comforter, shams, bedskin. Exercise bike, computer stand, TV stand Best
offer. 435-4214

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY

MATCHING Blonde Oak,
waterbed & chest of drawers, $200 753-7901

Open House

120
Compilers

Call Us Today!

1,000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes. Free info. Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express, Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Btvd, Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx. 78613.

200
Domeede
& *Adger@

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finish work.
Must be reliable 436-2766.

435-4597

ORDER FORM

$35.00
Each

070

nIt

Ho*
Wanted

NEW sectional sofa, Teal
with South Western design
and colors Must sell!
$1200 value, a buy only
$600 Call 759-1912, leave
message
TABLE & 4 chairs, $25.
Refrigerator, $125. Love
seat, $25 TV 21 - console
with remote, $75. Chair,
$50. 753-0779.

Monday, May 13 • 6-8:30 p.m.
Register
Kindergarten-Gr. 8

753-3289
753-6487

(502)
474-8890

16270 U.S. Hwy. 68E
Aurora, KY 42048
Open 10-5 Seven Days

165

Antiques
ANTIQUE bureau, 3 large
drawers, $300 759-4470.
190

Farm
Equipment

$12.50
U.K. Champ Shirts
Swimwear For All, Shorts & Tanks, Best American
T's, Golf & Roll-Up Sleeve, Custom Car Plates $11.95
• Custom Lettering & Many Designs.

—GROUP DISCOUNTS—

AGRICULTURAL/Steel
Buildings 800-12,000sq tt.
Save thousands! Limited
supplies Richey Builders.
502-886-0588
KIOTI tractor, 52hrs, lyr old
w/front end loader, 30hp, 4
wd, $12,500 firm. Woods
60 floating mower deck,
lyr old, $995. Woods 5' box
blade, $275. Craftsman 36"
tiller, new,$700 Makita 10mitre saw, $200 Elect, service pole, $75. Call
753-4873.

Experienced
Typesetter
Part-time and fuN-time positions available
for typesetters with experience in Ad
Writer, Page Maker or Word Perfect.
Full-time position otters paid vacation and
health insurance.
Apply In person at

Murray Ledger & Times

JUNK air conditioners Will
pick-up 436-5822
WANTED Used riding
mowers that need work
436-2867

150
Articles
For Sale
1993 PACE American.
12x6 enclosed box trailer
Very nice Call after 5pm
436-2794
2 MILLERMATIC 35 mig
welders, $800/ea Excellent cond Ph 759-9721 after 5pm
5 DAY Florida vacation
Paid motel roams, 2 day
cruise also included, POI
436-2619 after 5pm.

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8.84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - WF/D/V

110

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

32(

liable
BMW Fit Sole
86 CLAYTON mobile
home, great condition, par
tally furnished, 3br, 2 bath
Must sell Cal Scott for an
appointment
Day
502-759-4318 or evening
502-247-8203

4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square. Rent $95 Includes
utilities. 753-1266

LARGE storage facility,
Coleman RE.
A real eye-csicher! 1996 94E
Life/ Style, 16x80 with step- 753-91398
up kitchen, patio door and NORTHWOOD Storage
glamour bath Three to presently has units evadchoose from in blue, green able
753-2905 or
and berry interiors. Central 753-7536
air and underpinning for
$27,900 Gateway Mobile
- Homes, Benton, Ky Phone OFFICE or retail 917 Coldwater Rd Lease. deposit,
.
- 502-527-1427
and references required
CENTRAL
$350/mo Yard maintenance is required
753-6069, leave message
d no answer

•
time
100

FOR
rty to
PaYnust
TV

on.
lot
3000
lots
ices,
i794.
ER
wed.

I re) apobo

)0D
good
Call

yes
sell,
70.

,3br,
DX03/.

FOR those folks looking for
the extras 1996 Clayton,
16x80 with fireplace, whirlpool tub and dishwasher.
Priced at $27,500 through
April 22, 1996. Also xicludes central air and
underpinning Gateway
Mobile Homes, Hwy 68E at
Draffenville, near Benton,
Ky Phone 502-527-1427.

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
310
Ward
To Real

2-3 BEDROOM mobile
REMODELED or use for home
or house in the counstorage. Buy at your price try No trailer
parks, rea753-5209.
sonable rent Ph 759-5021.
SEVERAL used homes, in320
cluding doublewides and
Apartments
-16x80's. See at Gateway
For Rent
Mobile Homes, Benton, Ky.
Phone 502-527-1427.
1,2,3BD apts. Furnished,
WE move Mobile Homes very nice near MSU. No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
for the public. Today's pets.
Home, Benton, Ky. days,753-0606 after 5pm
.502-527-5645
1702 B OAKHILL Or, extra
nice, 2br, duplex. Lease,
280
deposit, no pets, $400/mo.
Mobilo
753-0814.
Homes For Rini
1I3R Apt & efficiency Apt
2BR,$275/mo. Water furn- available now. Coleman
ished. No pets Coleman RE, 753-9898.
RE, 753-9898
1BR, appliances hirnished,
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric, electric heat Rent/ deposit,
central tile. Edge of city $275. 412 N 5th St.
limits. 753-5209.
759-4696.
3BR. large shady lot, 1BR apt near campus,
$250/mo, $250 deposit. 1303 Chestnut $250/mo
References. 753-6012 af- includes water No pets
ter 5pm.
759-4696
SMALL 2br, very economical, 3'4 miles from town
No pets. Call after 5pm
753-6012.
285
Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village,
$80/mo, water furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898.

1BR, extra large apt, appliances furnished, electric
heat. Neal Campus, 1628
Miller St. Rent/ Deposit,
$300. 759-4696.
1BR, low utilities, no pets,
$210. 753-3949.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
1. SLEEPING room, 1614
Otrve, walk to MSU, utility
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

0

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:

28R Apt, also 2br Duplex.
$275-$350/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.

C,

tA-F 8 am -5 pm
Sat. 8 am -i1 am.

28R Duplex at 1304 Valleywood, $350/mo. 759-4406

13

1i

1E

0

5

S

=amp

'

Apartments
For Rent

GOING=GOiNG=GONE—
(
ABSOLUTE AUCTION))

28R Duplex, Mut new, yard 2 ARABIAN horses
work provided, %aid hookup, $2500/pair 753-1028
gas heat Pnvate deck,
$425/mo,$425 deposit, 1yr HOG equipment, crates
feeders, feed bins, etc
lease 436-5725
489-2665 after 5pm
2 ROOM elf apt Appl.
furnished No peas Deposit
380
required. new University
Pets
$200/mo. 753-4181 or
& Supplies
489-2181.
AKC Reg Boston Terrier
38R, appliances furnished, puppies, 5175/ea
central heat
air. 1303 502-527-7607 after 5pm
Chestnut St, next to MSU
AKC Registered Golden
Campus. 759-4696
Retriever pups, $150
3 ROOM efficiency Apt, ap- 436-2940
pliances furnished, electric
BORDER Collie puppies.
heat, loft bed Rent/ Deposit, $260 412 N 51h St full blooded. $50
502-328-8715
759-4696
4BR, appliances furnished, DOG obedience classes or
electric heat 1303 Chest- private Serving Murray 14
nut St, next to MSU Cam- years 436-2858
pus. 756-4696.
GOLDEN Retriever pupHIU.DALE Apts now taking pies. AKC, Sire Canadian
applications for 1,2, & 3br American Champion, Singapts. Handicap accessible. ing in the Rain Pet & Show
Apply at Hilkiale Apts office Guaranteed. Paradise
Monday-Friday, 7:30-3:30. Kennels 502-753-4106
Equal Housing Oppor1un430
i t y 437-4113. TDD
Real
1-800-545-1833 X287,
Estate
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wintry Village, 1br 17 867 ACRES, 7 miles
apartment, utilities in- west of Murray 47K obo
cluded, rent based on in- 435-4645.
come.625 older, or handi8 ACRES, 5 miles east of
cap & disabled. Equal
Murray. Pond, fence,
Housing Opportunity. $42,500 436-5733
502-354-8888.
8 ACRES. 94E, Little GolLARGE 2br, low utilities,
den Pond 615-358-3080
$285/mo plus deposit.
COMMERCIAL Property,
753-9621.
sale or lease Court
MUR-CAL Apartments now Square,
Paris, Tn. City best
accepting applications for
location, 2 story, 2500sq ft
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Owner financing
Phone 759-4084. Equal
759-4713.
Housing Opportunity.
MURRAY Manor Apart- COMMERCIAL bldg,
ments now accepting appli- 2400sq ft, on 'A acre lot
cations for 1-2br apart- Natural gas, central hia,
ments Apply in person 2yrs old. 753-4547.
1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri, HALEY Appraisals.
Bob
1409 Duigiud Dr.
Haley, state certified.
NEW 4br Duplex, 2'/S bath, 759-4218.
appliances, garage, w/d, KOPPERUD
Realty has
available May 1, $700/mo
buyers waiting to purchase
(12rno lease). New 3br du- homes-all once
ranges. If
plex, 2 bath, appliances, you are thinking
of sellinggarage, w/d hookup, avail- contact one of our
courteable May 1, $670/mo
ous and professional
(12mo lease). Large lbr agents at 753-1222
or stop
Apt, now available down- by office at 711 Main
St
town, $245/mo. 4BR
REAL
Estate
acreage,
1-A
house, redecorated, 2 bath,
new appliances, w/d hoo- to 275A. Owner financing.
kup, in county, $565. Now 759-4713.
available. Deposit required. No pets. 753-4937
435
or 436-2741 nights.
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between Sam-12noon. No
phone calls please. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, w/d hookup, appl.
furnished, central gas h/e.
lyr Lease, no pets, 1 month
deposit, $500/mo.
753-2905, 753-7536.
340

HARMONIOUS
:-325 ACRES
NEAR MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SHILOH COMMUNITY- MOMENTS FROM KY LAKE
From Murray. Take Hwy 04 Northeast8 Miles To Hwy 464, Proceed West 1.5 Miles - From Kan Lake Take Rwy 94 Southwest
8 Miles To Hwy 484, Proceed West To The Properly.

QUIET- RELAXING - SCENIC
: SEVERAL MINIPARCELS
BOTTOM LAND - GRAZING MEADOWS
MANY GREAT BUILDING SITES
LARGE TREES - PEBBLE ROWING CREEK
tRACTS FRONT HWY 464- GREENLEAF DR.DUNCAN RD
1)27 ACRES - 067 ACRES -062 ACRES

0 18 ACRES -•11 ACRES
•59 ACRES -0 20 ACRES - 036 ACRES
411 9 ACRES - OP 11 ACRES
TERMS:15% DOWN,BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

TRU;TRACTORS - DOZER - EQUIPMENT

1995 Dodge 4 1 Ton Truck, 18,277 talin, Cummins DslEng.5
Sect 9'
Steel Bed, Akin Tod Born 'Very Moe• 1984
01.4C 4X4
Ton Pickup, Untied • 1971 Chevy Heavy Duty
Feckup • ord Bob %dr w/Or Bed & Hoist...Like New Yamaha
Kodak AN 4 Wheeler, 4x4 istVinalch • Seed Sower For 4
Wheeler ... Ford 7703 Tractor *tab, WO Hrs, DI.•IH 884 Ds'
Tractor, 2930 Hrs, velli 2250 Mount-04Asec Loader, Wobble
Silt Control• Ford 7000 Tractor vaReoent Ovedieul...1H 1015
Sees 13 Dozer w/Hyd Blade, ROPS. SN 22925.. 2 Aide Neck
Corer 20'Stodc Trailer•3 Axle Ned Over 24' Flat Triter w/Tal II
Ran,•4 Wheel Wagon wtHsevy Running Geer•GravIty Grain
Wagon /Heavy Gear•Several? Wheel Traasrs,2 w/Fusl Tanks
• 12' Rat Truck Bed „Like New Woods 3180 Serbs 15 Hyd Fold
Rbtary Cutter• Sidewinder 10' P0-210 Rotary Cutler •I.lts Nov
Farinheriti G1-502 Oulck Attach Loader • JD Mantas Spreads(•
PTO Post Hole Digger•3 Pt Ult Post•3 Pt Sox 8Iade•3Pt Hay
Fork • Hey Fork Attachment For Front Loader • New Tractor
Canopy • HI Pressure Washer • 7-Reel Moo 2 Tcri But Cale
Feeders On Wheels • 11' Bunk Feeders•fl3unk Feeder•Like
New 750 Pound Cattle Feeder•1000 Pound Cal Feeder•Various Farm Gates • 10-17 Coral Panels • 15-1V Corsi Panels •
UM New Cattle Heed Gets • Watering Troughs • Hay Rings •
Calls Wks Panels•1-Shaped Fuel Tara w/Pump•Poplar & Osk
lumber• Tool Boxes Fort Ton Truck
COMPETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALEI
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!
OPEN SALE — CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME

AUCTION REPS WILL BE AT THE FARM
FRIDAY, APRIL 26TH FOR CHECK INII
CrE MIMES RI IIIIII MtTIM AMMO!

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Classified

Property
5 ACRE lakevievr lot, 1 acre
bldg site, cleared, fertilized
& seeded 436-5054
GREAT Hideaway! 2Br
Lakefront home in Blood
River area of Ky Lake.
Property also includes
large workshop & boat
dock. Offered in the 50's
through Kopperud Realty.
753-1222. MIS* 3000609
WANT to purchase Lake
front property with or without house. 1-800-484-8079
pin* 1630 after 6pm

Houses

NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!

SAT APR 27TH AT 10:00 LM.
Mg DONNIE HUDSON FARM

470
Unsex*
& Sumas

For Rent
1BR Lake house w/
screened porch, 2 minutes
from Wildcat Beach. Appliances furnished. Rent
$325. 759-4696.
2BR, appliances furnished,
electric heat, attached garage. Rent/ Deposit, $375.
711 Payne St. 759-4696.
2BR, appl, w/d hookup.
915A Coldwater Rd. Lease,
references & deposit required $450/mo. Yard
maintenance is required.
No pets! 753-6069 if no
answer, leave message.
2BR, w/d hookup, reference & deposit required.
No pets. 504 S 6th St.
753-8463.
3BR, 2 bath, gas heat,
deck, 5 min from Stadium.
Rent/ Deposit, $450. Hwy
121. 759-4696.
3BR, 2 bath, $250/mo
753-8292.
3BR, appliances furnished,
gas heat. Rent/ Deposit,
$425. 605 Sycamore St
759-4696.
3BR plus study, 1704
Ridgewood. Appliances including dishwasher. Nice
neighborhood. $520/mo,
lease, deposit, no pets.
Available late May.
753-8734.
A- 28R, appliances furnished, gas heat, w/d hookup,carport. Rent/ Deposit,
5325. 415 S 10th St.
759-4606.
HAZEL- Completely remodeled 2br, 1'4 bath, appliances, deposit, lease, reference 492-8526.
tan
For Real
Or Lass*
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.

365
For SIB
Or thew
SALE or rent Tobacco
barns, dark fired, AC Burley. 759-4713.

Lob

For Sale
2 LOTS with 24'x30' garage, & electric service, located in Preston Heights,
500 feet from city knits. All
underground city utilities,
$24,900. 753-2339.
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet horn
city limits. All underground
city utilities. 753-2339.
PRIME building lots, some
w/trees, all underground
utilities, natural gas. Joins
Oaks Country Club
753-4010, 435-4226.
g50

Farms
For Ws
72 ACRES mA, fenced, 2
ponds, stables, 2 sheds,
3br, 2 bath, double wide
w/12x40 deck 1200 Case
tractor. 753-1428 after
5:30pm.

d60
Homes
For Sale
2YR Old home. Open plan,
cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2
bath, front porch, quality
construction. Ph 759-2571
2YR Old home. 38R, 2
baths, 2 car garage, large
corner lot. Lots of extras,
$110.000 firm. Cal for appointment Serious buyers
only please. 753-4761.
2YR old, 2000sq ft, 3br, 2
bath brick, 508 Lee St Call
753-0839, 7am-5pm
3000S0 ft of Luxurious
space, plus 4'4 car
garage, vaulted ceilings,
walpaper, Die. w/rnany extras. Built new in '92,
$174,900. 753-2339.
38R, 1 bath, vinyl siding
home on 2 acres in Browns
Grove Fruit trees & outbuildings Mid 40's
435-4536.
3BR, 2 bath with greatroom, 2 car garage w/work
area, large corner lot w/
fenced backyard, central
gas tra, new roof/ gutters
Many extras, $88,900
Shown by appointment
753-1063.

Howes
For Sal*
BY Convector New 4br
24 bath house w/3 car
garage. Deluxe home with
all amenities. You must see
this one. Cal 753-3903
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Services
Offered

Bolowycles
1962 KAWASAKI 750 LTD
Runs good, $1150 Call
753-9128
1994 YAMAHA Breeze
wheeler, excellent condition Ridden very little Call
750-4805

1980 CJ7 SOFT top 12,xui
main on rebuilt engine,
new wheats & Ores, new
transmission $3500 obo
376-5502.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
1983 810 BLAZER, 4x4, BACKHOE SERVICE
new engine & transmission BRENT ALLEN septic tank
750-1410
installation, repair, replace
1991 GMC Sierra 4x4, 350 merit 759-1515
engine, heat & air, am/1m
BACKHOE Service - ROY
cassette, meg wheels, new
HILL Septic system, driveOres, chrome brush guards,
ways, hauling, foundations.
$12,500 436-5950.
etc 759-4664
1993 FORD F150, BurBOB'S Plumbing Service
gandy, 35xxx miles,
All work guaranteed Free
$9,800. 753-5500
estimates 436 5832 or
1995 CHEVY 9-10 ZR2 753-1134
SERIES, ex1 cab, ewd,
BUILDER- New homes &
Black w/gray Interior,
garages. Framing, metal or
wheels & tires, 19xxx
wood, Contract or hourly
miles, $20,000 obo. CaN
Tripp Williams 753-0563
474-8704 alter 6pm.
BUSHHOGGING, drive
'93 CHEVY Ext cab Silverways graded, gardens and
ado, loaded. Call 753-8778 lawns
roto-tilled New 60
alter 5pm.
inch rota-tiller does a terrific
job Call Jonesy 437-4030
510
BUSH hogging, finish mow
ing & trimming, garden and
Campers
yard tilling 492-8530
1978, 23FT Coachmen RV
trailer, h/a, sleeps 6, queen CARPET REPAIR Does
bed can convert to twin, your carpet have wrinkles
or bad seams? Call Stock
$2150 753-3618
well Carpet Installation 8
Repair fix a Free estimate
520
437-4272
Boats

BY OWNER:3br brick, 1'/,
bath. large family room, kiting room, utility room, 1 car
garage. 3 Acres and a But- 1995 SUZUKI RM125,
ler building, west of Murray good condition, many extras. Call after 5pm
435-A277.
436-2794.
BY Owner- Custom designed and buift for quality, 1998 BEAR CAT ATV,
energy efficiency and 4540c 4x4 now available in
openness, 3br, 2.4 bath, 1 limited quantities at BEAR
we lot. Quiet neighbor- CREEK BOAT WERKS
hood, many extras. Shown 800-364-9501.
by appointment 753-9778. 650 HONDA Nighthawk
CHARMING new 3
2 (motorcycle), dk blue, 1983
model, loose wire causes
bath home loss
start problems, otherwise in
South of Mu
good cond, $800 obo Cal
large 1w.
eat-in
e back Trey 759-9447.
ounded by NEW 1995 Kawaski Ninia
yard.
scenic farm- 600R F-1's, tank bratbag,
in tie 90's alarm, warranty, $5500
Kopperud Realty. obo 502-898-6947
222 MLS*3000583
d85
Abe
CLEAN, attractive, & afPant
fordable country home less
than 2 miles from Murray. 400 C.I. FORD
engine. Ex3BR, 1:4 baths, fireplace cellent. First
$500 takes it
with new gas logs, vaulted 489-2842,
Kirksey, after
ceilings. Situated on tree 7pm
covered lot. Offered at
$64.500 through Kopperud
490
Realty, 753-1222
Used
MLSI3000565.
& Motors
Cars
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath
15F1
1984
PONTIAC
Hydra
Trans
Sport bass
Am,
Manufactured Home, looaded with all the options boat, 50hp Johnson motor
cated on quiet street in
Hazel This home features Runs and drives great Ask- & Johnson trolling motor,
an attached carport, fenced ing $2250 Call 435-4486 depth finder, live well, new
yard, storage building, and 1986 NISSAN 300 GX, t- seats, new carpet, $2000
brick foundation The home tops, loaded, sharp'$6500 474-2003.
has 1493 square feet of 753-3607
166 SS Ebbtide Dyne trek,
Irving space. Other features
dual console, 140h John1991
PONTIAC
Grand
Am
include new carpet, walk-in
son Motorguide, Eagle Loclosets, pantry, separate in great condition. New JVC wrance, Tennessee trailer,
shower in master bath, ceil- am/fm tape player with garage kept, road cover.
ing fans, central heat and Rockford Fosgate amp and Well maintained, clean
air, patio door and deck, TMX 15" speakers. Call package,
$5200.
landscaping, shade trees 759-9108.
474-8666.
and a 115x150 lot. Priced 1991 TEMPO GL, exc
under $50,000. Call cond, white, loaded, auto, 16FT in-board motor, boat
& trailer. Call 436-2571 af492-8550 after 4-00 or $5000. 753-7030.
ter 5.
leave message. Must see
1992 TAURUS, 4dr, p/w, 18' VICTORIA
to appreciate.
Dry Sailair bag, blue wiblue interior, boat.
Excellent, beautiful
FOR sale by owner: Com- 1 owner. Extra clean,
condition. 436-5054.
pletely furnished, 3br $6800 436-2324.
house in Panorama Shores
1978, 164 FT Savage
on Ky Lake close to water. 1993 EAGLE Vision ESI, 1 bass boat, 115hp Mercury
owner, excellent condition, outboard. Nice $3300.
Immediate occupancy
Price $31,500 Ph 33xxx miles. Black cherry, 436-2657.
p/w, WI, transferrable
314-471-0299.
7yr/70,000 mile warranty, 1996 DONZI 275 LXC
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4 $12,000 obo 759-4453.
(29*3'' overall) midberth
bath, 2 story, 4100/+ sq ft.
cruisers in stock, starting at
1993
WHITE
Ford
Taurus,
Lots of extras, Walnut ca$39,943.00 BEAR CREEK
GL
like
new Call 753-3233 BOAT
binets, Conan baths,
WERKS
decks, gazebo, sprinkler after 5pm
800-354-9501.
system, large game room, 1994 LUMINA
Euro, low 24FT Pontoon boat '89
study. 753-5940, mileage,
1 owner. model boat & motor Call
436-5946
436-2619 after 5pm.
after 6, 759-9839
IMPRESSIVE all brick, 11 1995 MERCURY Grand
CELEBRITY Boats.
room home, beautiful inter- Marquis, 1 owner,
7xxx 18.-31', most in stock now
ior, vinyl fencing, 10Y.
miles, white with burgandy and available with early
acres. Call 435-4184 for all leather interior, $21,000.
season discounts at BEAR
the extras. $277,000, By 753-7687 after
5pm.
CREEK BOAT WERKS.
ovinfir
1995 MERCURY COU- 800-354-9501.
NEAT as pin truly describes
GAR XR7 white, fully
PROCRAFT Bass boat,
this 3br, 1 bath home with
loaded, all power, sunroof,
large fenced in backyard.
dual console, 20ft long, 200
am/fm cassette, 21xxx
Priced in the 50's. This
Mariner motor, Procratt
miles Excellent condition,
listing features many uptrailer. Good condition. See
$13,000
firm
474-8704
afdates, with all modem apCarlos Black Jr. at Black's
ter 6pm.
pliances to remain. Take
Decorating Center or call
possession end of May and '89 CELEBRITY, 136xxx 436-2935 or 753-0839.
leave the paint brushes be- miles. 436-2173.
TIGERSHARK personal
hind as this listing is very
much ready to move into '91 FORD Crown Victoria watercraft, limited 1995's
condition. Contact Rich at LX, 57xxx miles, red, available at huge disKopperud Realty, $6,950. Nice car. Can be counts, starting, at
753-1222. Concerning seen at 919, N 18th St ext, $3699.00. BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
or call 753-8083.
AALS*3000614
800-354-9501
NEW brick home, 1 mile ACURA Integra, '88 RS,
sin
from shopping centers. 2dr, white, Sap, new stereo
Services
w/CD,
excellent
condition,
38R, 3 bath, 2 car garage,
Offered
96K
miles,
$5,100. Call
$110,000. Financing availAl Al A TREE SERVICE,
able. No down payment. 502-753-2113.
stump removal, tree spray492-8898 or 492-8873.
495
ing, hedge trimming, landRequired.
scaping, mulch hauling &
Vans
NEW executive 1 level
mulch spreading, gutter
brick home. Ready for im- '95 DODGE Caravan, 7 cleaning. Licensed & inmediate occupancy. Lo- passenger, 6xxx miles. sured, Full line of equipcated just west of Murray Under warranty, $16,500. ment, Free estimates. Tim
city limits. This 4br, 3 bath Call 753-3066, 753-4497 Lamb
438-5744,
home has many outstand- after 5.
1-800-548-5262..
ing features Greatroom,
A-1 Tree professionals.
formal dining room with
Used
Stump removal, tree sprayhardwood floors, separate
Truck*
ing, serving Murray, CalloMaster bedroom wing with
luxurious Master Suite, pa- 1955 CHEVY Step-side way County since 1980.
cuzzi, Granny bedroom, pickup Customized p/s, Free estimates 436-2247
with own private bath. This pit, automatic V-8, oak or 492-8737.
home has it all! Ph bed, mags show quality A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
753-1222. Kopperud Re- truck, $6950 obo. hauling, tree trimming.
alty Home Team. MISS 753-5595.
Free Estimates. Mark
3000466.
1972 CHEVY pickup, about Lamb. 436-5791,
WELL maintained 3br, 1 20xxx miles on overhaul. 436-2528.
bath, brick wivinyl, 2 car 436-5867 leave message. ABSOLUTE LAWN
garage,on large lot in town.
CARE. Lawn mowing,
Price $58,500. Serious in- 1973 FORD F350 1 Ion
weed spraying, gutter
bed,
Rat
asp,
460
Puck,
quiries only. 753-6673.
good condition. Call cleaning. FREE ESTIMATES. 753-6585.
759-4805.

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protec
tion, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Utterback
- construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641, golf, restaurants, skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger. future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
enough way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced a few left at $12,500!

Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001

Prestige Homes tki
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
Additions, Remodeling & Vinyl Siding.
We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE!!

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

ALL around hauling, junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, yard work,
tree work. Reasonable
Rates. Joe. 436-2867
ALL Brands, ZEBS VCR
REPAIR Prevent damage.
we clean tapes, accessones sold 759-5066
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapor
manufacturers All work
arid parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
COUNTRY Clean Carpet
& upholstery cleaning .1anitorial services Senior &
church discount 436-2769

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
tems, 354 8161 after dpm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
502-492-6159
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning' vinyl sid
ing, homes mobile homes
boats, brick driveways
parking lots all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured Completely Mo
bile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502 853 1108
DECKS & small construe
lion No lob too small
753 7925 leave message
or 753 8988 Free
Estimates
DRAIN King Rod man
lines, repair water tanks
faucets 10% Senior dis
count 436-2769
DRYWALL, finishing, re
pairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

WOODSWITIFS
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
(502) 435-4319 Phone or Fax
Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

'11MIIIIEN I ii
ATTENTION

rCzntractor

or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber

Fro* Estimates
Now Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667d
II MIMI
P

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To

Your Speccations!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

[

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining. lifetime
warranty, tan, beige white
CLEANING- yards, barns, grey 492-8488
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling. Free estimates GILBERTS Repair Ser
vice Mirrors Glass Re
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
placement Screens Storm
COMPLETE Remodeling Doors Big Screen TV Coy
and Insurance Repair. ers Custom Security
Free estimates Call Doors 436-5733
753 7617
HANDYMAN Company
CONSTRUCTION Work We do it all. Repair, replace
McBride Construction install or build Special on
Decks to garages Addi- vinyl siding soffit and facia
tions and Vinyl Free esti Call today 474-8621
mates Satisfaction guaranteed Call Larry McBride HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted. No lob too small
436-2102
Just give us a call
759-1184

1

ADDITIONS, roofing & siding are my Specialty. For
free estimates call, David
Lamb at 436-5043.

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wultt s Recovery Murray
436 5560

502-759-9672
630 N. 4146 Si. (Neu to LailittOZ MAW)• Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL. SYSTEMS, INC

GET...AUTO CREDIT
Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce

GET A NEW START

1 -800-511-071 5
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!

Reestablish Your Credit

r

t`s

CARPET & FLOOR COVERING
Como...S•• Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
JiC

Knoght Sales & Installation tcr, 110a 94
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Knight.
Hwy 641 - 1 vi Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

753-7728

1.4u,f ay

•

Hazel

Si

HALEY'S
144Puck
fa Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans Foi Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Datil,. Weekly or Monthly Rates

10

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

510

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Mike your old
nwa again with Fomtica. Al
colors, free estimates
Witiff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

APRIL 23 1996

510

Services
Mired

Iletellese
011sted

TUESDAY

Services
*Owed

LONGLIFE CARPET
CLEANING SPECIAL
$25.00 a Standard size
room. Free DEODORIZING I SCOTCHGUARDNG. 436-2654.

R & R ELECTRIC Specie&zing in mobile home hookups, new construction,
general maintainenco.
Free estimates, last service. Call anytime
7624001.

LAMB Brother Horne Inv MB GENERAL CON
SEAMLESS gutters inprovements, remodeling, STRUCTION I MAINTEadditions, roofing, sidinç. NANCE. carpentry, paint- stoked, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co.
free estimates. 436-2269. ing. electrical, siding, other
&
apt.
maint. 7W-6433.
LAWN Mowing. Bill Pas- (502)436-2819 fax or
SPEEDY Maid mobile
modern avail.
chal. 502-753-2943.
cleaning service.
LAWN mowing, Virrinting & MOWINGIII Give me a call 5 0 2 - 7 5 9 - 5 0 5 5
odd jobs. 753-8463.
at 753-7925 before 2:00 or 502-753-8096.
leave message.
LAWNS Mowed & trimmed
SUREWAY Tree I Stump
Call 753-7768, Almo, Ky. MULCH.delivered. Murray, Removal. Insured with ktil
line of equipment. Free es436-5560.
LEE'S CARPET CLEANtimates. Day or night.
ING. Furniture • carpels • PAINTING, interior, exter- 753-5484.
spot removal • tree esti- ior. Roofing, home repairs,
mates. 753-5827.
cleaning. Free estimates. THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
436-5032.
LEWIS exterior cleaning.
of colors. Licensed. inHouse, mobile homes, PAINTING,interior & extersured. Estimate availabte.
brick & vinyl. Buildings. ior. Mobile homes, deck
759-4690.
RV's, sidewalks. Free esti- cleaning.
Call
mates. 753-6490.
TIRED of high cost on haul502-489-2165.
Wig & tree work? Then call
UCENSED for electric and PLUMBING Repair. All
436-2867.
gas 753-7203.
repair,
types plumbing
inT.J.'s LAWN Service. ProL & L Lawn Service. Com- duding thawing water lines. fessional service
and
Reasonable
rates,
mercial or Residential. 10
equipment. Mowing, wee
Years experience, guaran- 502-437-4545.
dealing, edging. etc. For a
teed professional work &
free estimate call
free estimates. Call
753-5647.
753-6289.
ROB'S Electrical works TOMS WINDOWS. CleanNew & old constuction. Re- ing. Res. Commercial.
PLUMBING repairs, fast sidential, commercial, in- 436-5389.
dustrial, agricultural. Qualservice. 436-5255.
ity work,reasonable prices. TREES trimmed, topped or
RILEY Remodeling & Con- Licensed & Insured. removed. Also firewood.
struction. Additions, gar- 247-5700, 742-4484 Call 436-2562.
ages, roofing, vinyl siding & (Pager).
WALTER'S Contracting,
trim Replacement windows, storage sheds, pole ROOFING and painting, in- Gerald Walters, owner.
barns, decks. New homes terior, exterior, etc. 25yrs Vinyl siding, painting,
also available. Call for free experience. 10% Discount/ decks, additions, roofing,
Senior Citizens 474-0107 20yTs experience, free estiestimate 502-489-2907,
mates. 753-2592.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

Free Estimates
241* Service
Gutter Cleaning &
Mulch Hauling
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

50.2-436-5744
SOCO-54Et-5262
LiCENSED & ENSURED
Tree Trim/ening
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Lain Hauling, Etc
Full Line of
r vnxEquipment

Owned & Operated
BY
TIM LAMB
"Qts.,Inv

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

;2 • X111\

SUNBURY
'

WILL mow lawns for summer. Call or leave message. Bryan Combs, Matt
Mattingly, 753-578 7,
753-9731.
WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl). 759-1799.

wami
s

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

ace

WILL do home repairs. Also
lay vinyl flooring. Call
759-9257 after 5pm.

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG

•

WELDING: Portable.
stickes, MIG, heli-arc. brazing. Mild steele, stainless,
aluminum and cast iron.
Call David at 436-5638.

MURRAY (Elohind Bunny Broad)
M3-5940

2 BEAUITFUL Doberman/
Lab mix puppies Shots &
wormed. Free to loving
home. CORRECTED
PHONE a 345-2605.

HOROSCOPES
FI)NESDAY. APRIL 24,1996
For sour personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
.-ents a minute.)

'

•

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
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A JOB WELL DONE
There's a scene in the movie Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid where the heroes, successful and unchallenged for years, suddenly find themselves chased by an unshakeable posse.
Each time the posse reappears, the pressure builds on the heroes
and they feel a little less invincible, their pursuers' skills a little more
impressive."Who are those guys?" they keep asking.
Over the three weeks leading up to the weekend of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Championships' final four, fans found
themselves watching upset after upset, crossing off one favored pick
after another, scratching their heads and saying,"Who are those guys?"
Those upsets are testament to the incredible talent we saw on
display during the NCAA championships this year. And the incredible pressure. That's why after going through nickname after nickname for his team, the University of Kentucky's Coach Rick Pitino
finally settled on the "untouchables," because they never let any of
that pressure touch them.
Game after game during the tournament, those players came out
professional, poised and untouched by the pressure that had the most
devoted of Wildcat fans cautious in their predictions for Monday
night's final outcome.
But as Sport's Illustrated pointed out, not even the magnificently
courageous Syracuse team they would suit up against on April 1,
1996 would be able to shake the Cat's "unapologetic defense."
In the end, even the upset magic that was in the tournament's air
from the first jump ball, was simply no match for their depth and their
talent.
The fans were right to ask "Who are those guys?" But, the Wildcats have a coach that knew how to take raw talent, combine it with an
unmatched professionalism, sportsmanship and some downright dangerous weapons -- from Anderson's three-pointers to McCarty's thunderous dunks to Mercer's slashing drives to Epps' ball handling-to
turn back the challengers, one by one.
And of course there was Tony Delk. He had seven three pointers
and ten rebounds in the final game against Syracuse's scrappy
Orangemen. But, as he bent down to help up a fallen Syracuse player,
he came to epitomize not just the outstanding playing that marked this
tournament, but the outstanding sportsmanship as well.
But, this was no one player's victory.
Those five starters weren't the whole team by any means. With
no player averaging much over 20 minutes per game the whole season, the Wildcats succeeded because of their ability to rely on one
another's strengths, no matter what a player's position in the lineup.
That's because this was a team in every sense of the word, with a
depth and wealth of talent that was the envy of the entire NCAA. Rick
Pitino said more than once that his players checked their egos at the
door. And because of that, when they went back out that door, they
went as winners.
They rib us a bit about taking our basketball too seriously in
Kentucky. And apocryphal stories about fans being buried in their
Wildcat sweat suits or calling on Coach Pitino to help settle their
marital spats. sometimes make it seem so.
But, when you see a team of such gifted athletes work together in
a way that seems almost effortless, and combine it with a professionalism on and off the court that makes them true role models to their
peers and their young admirers, then Kentucky's devotion to her basketball doesn't seem misplaced one bit.
And, while the players' incredible talent and the unmatched coaching skills of Rick Pitino are enough to assure that no one will be
asking "who are those guys?" about the Kentucky Wildcats anytime
soon, I asked the U.S. Senate to go on record saluting their accomplishments and congratulating them on a job well done.

Daniel Heady Is the Student of the Week. Heady is an eighth grader at
Calloway County Middle School. He is the son of Thomas and Melinda
Harrison of New Concord. Heady earned 93 percent of his good behavior points in Mrs. Hillis' classroom.

Reward offered for
info on church fires
WASHINGTON (AP) Believing the government isn't
doing enough to find those
responsible for burning Southern
black churches, religious leaders
are offering $25,000 to anyone
who can provide critical information in the case.
The Christian Coalition also is
demanding that the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
be taken off the investigation.
The group says it would impossible for ATF agents who have
been linked to racist activities at
off-duty gatherings to investigate
the fires fairly.
Two ATF agents connected to
the questionable activity and who
had been investigating the church
fires were given new assignments
this month.
"We want people on the job
who are prepared to bring a
speedy end to this matter," the
Rev. Earl Jackson, director of
urban development for the conservative religious group, said
Monday at a news conference.
AFT spokeswoman Virginia
O'Brien declined to comment.
The FBI, ATF, the Justice
Department's civil rights division, and state and local law
enforcement authorities have
been investigating more than 40
cases of arson or vandalism at
black Southern churches since
1990.
The Justice Department said
convictions were won in at least
12 cases. Charges were pending
in three others, while arson was
ruled out in at least two
instances, the department said.
But for the remaining cases,
Ralph Reed, executive director of
the Christian Coalition, said the
group will give up to $25,000 to
anyone who can expose a link or

TODAY'S CHILDREN have great determination but sometimes take
too long to reach a decision. They mull things oxer for quite a while before
making up their minds. However, once they do make a choice, they stick to
it. Although these lively youngsters dislike the regimentation of the school
da\ they should do quite well academically.
11 WM' BIRTHDAY! IN THE fireworks light up the night. You
NIAT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: and your mate reach a new underc. thinking will help you make standing.
in
e business or professional
April is membership month for
LIBRA Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
2:1H1, (.111h a tendency. to procrastidevotion to a group of friends or a the Humane Society of Calloway
nate. \lthough you often do your sport may irritate that special some- County. The society, which operK•si work when struggling to meet a one. Spend more time with your ates the animal shelter
for the
deadline. associates will be irritated one-and-only. Seek diversions you county, depends on it's
members to
your leaving everything to the can enjoy together.
help finance the shelter and other
1,1,t minute-. Smarten up and get betSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): programs such as pet therapy in the
ter or gamied. An income boost is You are right to question someone's
featured next November. Do not intentions. This person could have nursing homes, humane education
give your loved one the go-ahead to ulterior motives that involve your and the spay-neuter program.
Membership cards and letters
make decisions you should make contacts and resources. Strengthen
personally. A job promotion early in your business position by expanding have been sent to present and past
members. If you're a member and
1997 will increase your financial your operations.
security'.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. didn't get a card or if you'd like to
CELEBRITIES BORN ON 21): You may feel strongly attracted join, call the Humane Society at
'MIS DAY: actress Shirley. to an older person. You decide to (502) 492-8838.
NlacLaine. singer Barbra Streisand. come out of your shell and socialize
Membership Chair Jo McKinley
play w right Eric Bogosian. basket- more. Extend the hand of friendship. points out that an active Humane
ball player Rudy Tomjanovich.
Realize that others may be afraid of Society is as important now as it was
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A rejection, too.
when it was founded 21 years ago.
toYed one may be acting irrational.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. Board meetings are held at 5:30
Do not he too quick to judge. News
19): Others may say you are too p.m. the fourth Thursday of the
about a current relationship is only choosy in romance, but your dis- month
at St. John's Episcopal
partially correct. A good-humored crimination will be rewarded.
Church,
1620 West Main Street. All
approach will catch the opposition
Friends and family will applaud society members
are welcome.
off guard.
your eventual choice! Do not let
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): personal ambition interfere with a
Use honey, not criticism, if you
happy family life.
want someone to change their ways.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
wayward children return home, be
The future looks brighter than ever.
forgiving. A romantic partner could
Seek professional advice before
give you a job lead.
making any new financial commitGEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
ments. Children will enjoy getting
sudden surge of energy allows you
their hands dirty' in the garden.
to complete work while others play.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
A diet you have been struggling
Depending too heavily on others for
UMW Wati
with begins to pay off. Romance emotional or financial support is
finds you when you travel.
foolish. Assertive moves in business
Reaching Those Who Need Help
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Touching Us All
will pay big dividends.
Overanalyzing problems may only
delay their solution. Take direct
action. Keeping up with current
events will help you spot a job or
investment opportunity before anyone else does.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A recent
loss must be faced. Joining a support
group may help. Discussing a problem with good friends helps dissipate stress. However, avoid becoming a bore on the subject.
Ashley Ross
VIIkt;0 (Aug. 21-Sept. 22):
Revise your plans at the last minute
in order to take advantage of an
753-0489 • 600 Main St
unexpected invitation. Romantic

pattern of racial motivation in
connection with the fires.
Some pastors said the government needed to do more to solve
the cases, but federal officials
denied that the investigation has
been lacking.
The fires have devastated the
small congregations and made
rebuilding difficult. They also
have resurrected painful memories of the religious persecution
that blacks suffered during the
1960s.
"Our investigation into these
incidents has been a top priority
for several months now," said
Myron Marlin, spokesman for the
civil rights division of the Justice
Department.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
chairman of the Judiciary Committee, said last month the panel
will hold a hearing on the matter
later this year.
In February, the NAACP asked
Reno to open a civil rights
investigation.
Reacting to Reed's announcement, Wade Henderson, director
of the NAACP's Washington
office, said he was "troubled by
the apparent effort to politicize
the inquiry."
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago

Jerry Don Crutchfield of Nashville, Tenn., and Dr. Charles
Wayne Mercer of Memphis.
Tenn., have been chosen to
receive Distinguished Alumnus
awards at the annual Murray
State University Alumni banquet
April 26.
Assistant Chief Eddie Stone
and Capt. Max Parrish of Calloway County Fire-Rescue presented a program at a meeting of
Murray Civitan Club. The squad
members were presented a check
for $100 from Civitan Treasurer
Lilly Williams.
A feature story about Sue
Farthing of New Concord who
makes dulcimers by hand using
home grown materials was published on April 14.
Twenty years ago

More than 150 people were on
hand April 20 at Murray State
University to receive autographed
copies of Jesse Stuart's latest
book, My World. Stuart is Kentucky's internationally known
poet and author and this was in
connection with culmination of
initial drive to raise funds for
conversion of Wrather Hall, first
building on MSU campus.
Mike Thomas, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward P. Thomas, freshman at Calloway County High
School, was winner of the art
contest and scholarship to a summer art workshop at Murray State
University presented by Creative
Arts Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Births re, e
include a boy

to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Watkins,
April 20.
Thirty years ago

Kentucky Governor Ned T.
Breathiu spoke at a meeting of
Calloway County Argrithltural
Council's Founder's Day program at Student Union Building,
Murray State University.
Dan C. Hutson, owner and
manager of Hutson Chemical
Company, Inc., Murray, is pictured addressing the second annual North American Food Production Conference at Skokie, Ill.
Elected as officers of WSCS of
Hazel Methodist Church were
Mrs. H.A. Newport, Mrs. Olga
Freeman, Mrs. Claude Anderson
and Mrs. Cyrel Wilson.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John A. Lewis
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
M. Eddings, April 16.
Forty years ago

U.S. Senator Earle C. Clements
will give the commencement
address at Faxon School on May
6, according to Charlie Lassiter,
principal of the school.
Leon R. Miller, son of Prof.
and Mrs. Leon P. Miller of Murray, will graduate April 28 from
Naval Training Center, San
Diego, Calif.
Mrs. Fred Hart presented a lesson on "Ironing the Easy Way" at
a meeting of South Pleasant
Grove Homemakers Club held at
the home of Mrs. Hafford Story.
Wells Thomas Lovett of
Owensboro was the recent guest
of his grandparents, Dr. and Mrs.
Rainey T. Wells.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 23, the 114th day of 1996. There are 252
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
April 23, 1564 is the generally accepted birthdate of the English
poet and dramatist William Shakespeare. He died on the same date 52
years later.
On this date:
In 1348, King Edward III of England established the Order of the
Garter.
In 1616, the Spanish poet Cervantes died in Madrid (the same day
William Shakespeare died in Stratford-on-Avon, England).
In 1789, President-elect Washington and his wife moved into the
first executive mansion, the Franklin House, in New York.
In 1791, the 15th president of the United States, James Buchanan,
was born in Franklin County, Penn.
In 1896, 100 years ago, the Vitascope system for projecting movies
onto a screen was demonstrated at a music hall in New York City.
In 1940, about 200 people died in a dance-hall fire in Natchez,
Miss.
In 1968, the Methodist Church and the Evangelical United Brethren
Church merged to form the United Methodist Church.
In 1969, Sirhan Sirhan was sentenced to death for the assassination
of New York Sen. Robert F. Kennedy. (The sentence was later
reduced to life imprisonment.)
In 1985, the Coca-Cola Co. announced it was changing the secret
formula for Coke, the world's best-selling soft drink; negative public
reaction forced the company to resume selling the original version.
Ten years ago: President Reagan, addressing the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, said the recent raid on Libya showed "no one can kill
Americans and brag about it." Death claimed composer Harold Arlen
at age 81 and movie director Otto Preminger at age 80.
Five years ago: President Bush welcomed General H. Norman
Schwarzkopf, the just-returned Gulf War commander, at the White
House. NASA scrubbed the launch of the space shuttle Discovery
after a sensor on one of the main engines failed during fueling.
One year ago: The nation observed a national day of mourning for
the victims of the Oklahoma City blast. Sportscaster Howard CostII
died in New York at age 77. Former Senator John C. Stennis, DMiss., died in Jackson, Miss., at age 93.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Janet Blair is 75. Actress-turneddiplomat Shirley Temple Black is 68. Former Sen. Steve Symms, RIdaho, is 58. Actor David Birney is 57. Actor Lee Majors is 56.

DAILY COMICS

HIS GIRLFRIEND

DEAR GIRLFRIEND: You
must tell your sweetheart that
you are concerned about him

because he doesn't take proper
care of himself. Explain that it's
imperative that he see his dentist twice a year, and that he
brush and floss his teeth twice a
day so that his mouth is always
"kissing sweet." And point out
the importance of showering
every morning and in the
evening, too, if he goes out that
evening. It goes without saying
that a well-groomed adult launders or changes his clothes

daily.
Once it has been pointed out
to him, insist that he follow

these suggestions. Living with
someone who has poor personal
hygiene could he very trying to
anyone with a keen sense of
smell, and I'm putting this mildly!

*
DEAR ABBY With summer
coming, this may help people who
have swimming pools.
We bought a home with a pool.
Each warm day. Ke came burnt' to a
"pool party'
but not ours. All the
neighborhood kids were on our
property.. We could not keep them
Out; they. climbed over our locked
fence.
We got our lawyer to print a
-release 14.
fin-M The
Children had to have it signed and,
not araied. and could not use the'
pool wit lunit P parent and the
signed form each and evcry time
they used the pool.
Needless to say. the parents got
tired of %kindling their own kids. SO
now we finally have the exclusive
use of our pool.
SAN FR-\N('1511 REAI)ER
DEAR READER: Congratulations. Others could learn from
you.

DEAR
Sekeral years ago
- perhaps three or four -- you
printcd .1 brief prayer titled -A
Serenity Prayer Will you kindly
print it
It is one of the wisest
pnlyer,

t' ii' re.14
iNGTINIE READER

IN 11.A\V.\II

DEAR READER: With pleasure:
"God grant me the serenity to
accept the things I cannot
change, the courage to change
the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference."

The Aim of the Game Is to Win
SOuNOS INTERESTING.
IT EXPLAINS HOW TO STOP
YOUR FRiENDS FROM
CAN I SORROW IT Wi4EN
.g
BORROWING!
YOU'RE FINISHED'
,

YOU'RE REALLY
I SURE
INTO THAT 500K,
AM
AREN'T YOU,DAG?

East dealer.

assured.

Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+82

But South sees there is still a
chance of making the contract,so he
leads a low heart and, when West
plays low, finesses the nine. When
the nine wins, he leads the jack of
clubs, forcing West to take the king
either then or on the next trick, and
South's troubles are over.
The finesse of the nine is certainly unusual, since South starts
with three sure heart tricks and
appears to be jeopardizing one of
them. However, it is necessary because he needs an extra entry to
dummy to establish the clubs and be
able to cash them later.So South has
to be credited with a good play.
However, the fact is that West
was asleep at the switch at the critical pointin the play. Having smartly
ducked the club at trick three, he
allowed himselfto relax at trick four
— and, as we said earlier, you just
can't afford to do that in bridge.
When South led the low heart toward dummy,Westshould have put
up the jack. Had he done that, nothing could have saved declarer.
West knows from East's play of
the ten on the opening lead that
South has the king and queen of
hearts. West should therefore try to

V A 93
•J 6
J 10 9 7 5 3
WEST
EAST
+ K 10 5
•Q 76 4 3
J 8 7 54
p102
•2
• K 10 985

t•-el

L

K 84 2
rCOME ON, BABY...SHOW ME
THE BRADFORD FILES!...

...NO! SWEETHEART! NOT
THE ERROR BOX! YOU WERE
MAHN& PIE CHART5 FOR
ME TEN MINUTES AbO, AND
NOW EVeRYTHINCT I DO 15
WRONG! HONEY.. PLEASE!!

4OUR COMPUTER 15
FINE, MR. PINKLEY, SHE
JUST HAS PM5 TODAY.

OLEAN!
DIDN'T
HEAR
THAT!
DIDN'T
HEAR
THAT!

IF !?EN CAN'T
COPE WITH THE
WHOLE PACKAK,
ON DO THEY
TURN ALL THEIR
imACHINE5 INTO
&ALS?

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
LR
AWEAM HAS DECIDED

(
To Fe A LANDSCAPE
ARTiST
FWD tiltKe.
WILL BE A WRITER
FOR SURE!

!

▪ \i▪ a`3 THEy'RETvJO
MoRE YOUNG PeoPLE
WHo Pee Gic•160.5
"To alliti6ETHE WORLD,

ONE.To MAKE- IT A L 11
MORE BEAU11FUL To
LooK Frr.. AND ONE.To
MAKE IT A LiThz.E.AsjE,g

To UNPF-gSTAND.

7.

+6
SOUTH
+ A J9
K Q6
• A Q743
+A Q

CATHY

The bidding:

North
South West
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3NT
Opening lead — five of hearts.
There's surely something paradoxical about the statement that
bridge is a relaxing game, when the
fact is that you can't ever afford to
relax — if you want to do well.
Take this hand, for example,
where West leads a heart against
three notrump. Declarer plays low
from dummy and wins East's ten
with the king. He then cashes the
ace of clubs and continues with the
queen, but West plays low and East
prevent declarer from gaining an
shows out.
This is a disappointing develop- extra entry to dummy by inserting
ment to South because if West had the jack when South leads the six. It
taken the king, everything would can cost West nothing to make this
have been under control and a mini- play, while it can gain him a great
mum of ten tricks would have been deal.
East
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GARFIELD
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NOW LOOK WHAT
YOU DID!YOV 60T
ME KICKED OUT OF
THE SWEETHEART BALL!
rNeg.

DEAR ABBY: I have been dating
a wonderful man for three months.
He takes me out to dinner, to the
movies, shopping, etc. Ile is in his
early 40s and I am in my early 30s.
He is everything I have ever wanted
in a man, and I really care fin- him.
However, there are a few problems that I don't know how to handle. For one thing. he wears the
same clothes for three or four days
in a row, and after the first day, he
tends to smell of perspiration. He
says he showers every other day.
Also, he doesn't brush his teeth regularly.
We are going to be living together soon and I would like to clear up
these problems befiire we move in
together. Please give me some
advice on how to tell him, because
his feelings are easily hurt. If it
weren't for the reasons stated
above, he would be perfect.
Also, this is a small town, so
please don't print my name. in
or where it came from. lie reads
your column every day.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLO N DIE

<
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I WAS HAVING THE
BEST TIME OF W
LIFE! I WAS
14AVIN6 FUN!

HOW CAN YOU
HAVE FUN IN A
PLACE WHERE
0065 AREN'T
ALLOWED?

1 "As far — —
know"
4 Leaning
Tower of —
8 Toll
11 Instrument
panel
13 K-0 linkup
14 Alternate
word
15 Capuchin
monkey
16 Hateful
18 Eenie,
meenie,
miney, —
20 Ms. Jillian
22 Title of
respect
23 Goals
25 "— Tac
Dough"
27 Character in
"Othello"
30 Old time
32"— Bless
America"
34 Cover
35 — -Rom
37 Christmas
item (2 wds.)
40 Neon symbol

41 Ventilate
43"— Town"
44 — jongg
46 Ending with
seven
48 Vigor
50 No ifs, ands
Or —
53 Extinct
flightless bird
55 DOE
opponent
57 Greek letter
58 Coat — —
61 Motorists'

org.
63 Negative
prefix
64 Boxing great
65 Coded
68 2,000 lbs.
69 Okinawan
seaport
70 Switch
position

DOWN
1 Home-run
king
2 Sarandon 10
3 Jesus
monogram
4 Beside the

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A
0
Ig1101111E1
MORO MMON
MARA PADD Ong
DIODIMIR Amp
0MIA RM IAMIA

ana Air) Aug pig
0
OM

mp OD MAM
BUIMMUM °AU
MEND LO pomp

ppm D A RENA
IgIREIPMEN R A QM
A

0

WUW §11 A

A a] IIE A WORME]
4-23C 1996 United Feature Syndicate
(irrelevant)
5 Des Moines

St.
6 Theater sign
(abbr.)
7 Totals
8 Dress print
9 Australian
bird
10 Printer's

MEM MIME MEM
IMMEMMEMM MEM
ME MEM MEM=
MIIM MEd MEM
MEd MEW INIMM
MEd MEM MEM
Ma MINIMMINI•
OEM MEM MOM
MEd NNW WINN
MEW WNW ME
WW111111d
WM
1.1111 MINIMMINIMM
IIMM WM= di=

measures
11 Cupola
12 Sheep cry
17 Roman 3
19 Dutch town
21 African nation
24 Crafty
26 Army off.
28 — rummy
29 Poem
31 Twosome
33 Mr. DeLuise
35 — scan
36 Expire
38 Film for Jack
Lemmon
39 Chatter
(colloq.)
42 Stay
45 "Ben -47 And not
49 Stiller's mate
51 Pickpocket
52 Retailed
54 So be it!
56 Declare
58 — bran
59 Polly Holliday
series
80 Nahoor
sheep
82 Mail center
abbr.
06 Ho plaled 45
Down (Inds.)
67 Late
comedian
Fields (inks.)

To recei‘e a CI Alec,ion of Abbv's naist
memorable — and most frequently
requested — poems and essays. send a
business-sized, self-addressed envelope.
plus cheek or money order for $3.95
($1.50 in Canada( to: Bear Abby's
"Keepers.- P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 61054-04-17.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor says I
have a hiatal hernia An upper GI
study revealed reflux. sluggish peristalsis and gastritis What does all
this mean?
DEAR READER: The junction of
the esophagus and the stomach is
surrounded by a ring of muscle that
acts as a valve to prevent backwash of
irritating stomach contents. When
this ring malfunctions or stretches, a
hiatal hernia is said to be present.
"Reflux" is a term that denotes gastric backwash, leading to heartburn,
indigestion, gas. and bloating.
In addition to the above, your stomach is not emptying properly because
of reduced peristalsis fintestinal contractions). This, in turn, has caused
chronic inflammation of the gastric
lining (gastritis). In short, you have a
whale of a problem with your upper
intestine.
Fortunately, however, there are medications to treat the disorders. Antacids
will quickly relieve your symptoms; 112
blockers (Tagamet, Zantac and others) .
will reduce excess stomach acid,
Propulsid will enhance peristalsis.
Follow your doctor's advice with
respect to diet (no alcohol or caffeine)
and medicine. If, after a reasonable
period of medical management (about
two weeks) your symptoms don't disappear, you may have to consider having your hiatal hernia surgically
repaired. a complicated procedure
during which the ring of muscle is
tightened. However, my bet is that the
drugs will be effective and you'll be
more comfortable.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Hiatal Hernia." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self-addressed.
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How much alcohol is ingested if I swallow mouthwash
instead of spitting it out after I gargle?
DEAR READER: Don't swallow

mouthwash; most contain compounds
— such as phenols and aspirin-like
products — that are not good for you.
To answer your question, some
mouthwashes contain up to 27 percent
alcohol (in contrast to 12 percent in
wine and 6 percent in beer).
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've heard that
tomatoes, bell peppers, mushrooms
and eggplant are referred to as night-

shades. Several books dealing with
healing through nutrition suggest that
this group of vegetables be avoided or
eliminated altogether. Why?
DEAR READER: These delicious
vegetables are members of the nightshade family. some of which — such
as bittersweet and belladonna — are
extremely poisonous. However, the
vegetables you mention are entirely

edible and harmless.
I do not know why any nutrition
authority would counsel their avoidance.
C 1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Deaths

Bombeck memories
1101111111011=111111111artliaiNianiaMENMEMUMbaSU
add humor to life
Mrs. Mary Francis Cohoon
Mrs. Mary Francis Cohoon, 91. Ri 6, Murray. died today, April 23,
1996, at 4:50 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church. Her husband,
Authur Cohoon, two sisters, Mrs. Ellen Bugg and Mrs. Hilda Maupin,
sad two brothels, Holland Roberts and Terrell Roberts, preceded her
is death. Born Aug. 29, 1904, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Cleman and Heda Holland Roberts.
Survivors include two sons, Gerald Cohoon and wife, Shirley, and
Thomas Cohoon and wife, Wanda, all of Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Rubean Rinehart, Twin Falls, Idaho, and Mrs. Edna Mae Clark and
Mrs. Lala Swift, Paducah; three grandchildren, Cindy Grogan, David
Cohoon and Kenneth Cohoon; four great-grandchildren, Chris Vadden, Nicole Grogan, Austin Cohoon and Devin Cohoon.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Darrell Rey Miller
The funeral for Darrell Rey
Miller will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Randy Lee
will officiate. Burial will follow
in Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Miller, 29, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Friday, April 19, 1996, in a
drowning accident on Kentucky
Lake. He was born Jan. 15, 1967,
at Chicago, Ill.
Survivors include his parents,
Rosie L. Miller and Dennis W.
Miller, Rt. 1, Dexter; his fiancee,
Tanya Clark, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Denise Tate and husband,
Mark, Glen Ellyn, Ill.; one
brother, Dennis W. Miller II and
wife, Minna, Austin, Texas; half
sister, Mrs. Peggy Lipscomb and
husband, Bill, Greenfield, Va.; an
aunt, Mrs. Birdie Coker; a great-

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Erma Bombeck's humor rang true
because she was the frazzled
housewife we all knew, the
mother who told us to pick up
our sneakers, who car pooled and
cleaned with an eye for the joys
in the drudgery.
"I can't let go of being a
housewife. You have to be part of
it," she once said. "You've got
to empty the garbage, swish out
the toilet bowls. Doing the laundry keeps you humble."
When Bombeck wrote about
washing the dog, picking her kids
up from school or changing diapers, it wasn't shtick. She'd been
there.
"It was just as advertised —
wonderfully human chaos, dogs
and laundry," said Ellen Goodman, who as a young reporter
was sent to interview Bombeck
25 years ago at her home in the
suburbs of Dayton, Ohio.
"It was a real break, a real
change of the era," Goodman
said, "because, before that, the
truth of domestic life in all of its
pleasures and horrors and humor
and frustration had been kind of a
dirty little secret."
Bombeck, who in her books
and columns poked fun at real
life and gave a voice to suburban
housewives everywhere, died
Monday at the age of 69 from
complications from a kidney
transplant.

DARRELL REY MILLER
uncle, Dennis Dickens; three
nephews, Warner Miller, Roby
Lipscomb and Billy Lipscomb.

Mrs. Cordie Bell Holmes Rogers
Mrs. Cordie Bell Holmes Rogers, 90, Benton, formerly of Sikeston,
Mo., died Sunday, April 21, 1996, at Long Term Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
.-She was married to William Henry Holmes in 1925 and he died
,Dec. 4, 1956. She later married Marvin Ralph in 074 and he died in
1979. Born Aug. 24, 1905, at Ripley, Tenn., she was the daughter of
Ike late Albert Lovelace and Mattie Johns Lovelace. One son, Freddie
J: Holmes, one sister and one grandson also preceded her in death.
: A member of Bement Baptist Church near Sikeston, she had been a
Cilok for 14 years at Missouri Delta Medical Center and previously at
Lee Hunter Elementary School, Sikeston.
Survivors include her husband, Lawrence T. (Pete) Rogers, to
whom she was married on Jan. 4, 1981; one daughter, Mrs. Clara Williams, Ooltewah, Tenn.; five sons, Thomas E. Holmes, Sikeston, J.W.
Holmes, Grand Rivers, Albert R. Holmes, Hardin, Donald G. Holmes,
Benton, and Dewey W. Holmes, Bloomfield, Mo.; two sisters, Mrs.
Lillie Sides, Sikeston, and Mrs. Reba Hodges, Springfield, Mo.; two
brothers, Raymond Lovelace, Altimer, Ark., and Alvin Lovelace,
Paducah; 19 grandchildren; 31 great-grandchildren; six great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Nunnelee
Funeral Home, Sikeston, Mo. The Rev. Dolan F. Rogers will officiate.
Burial will follow in Armer Cemetery near Bertrand, Mo.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Tuesday). J.H. Churchifll Funeral Home of Murray had charge of local
arrangements.

Charles Victor Jones
The funeral for Charles Victor Jones will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Wednesday.
Mr. Jones, 54, Mt. Vernon, died Sunday, April 21, 1996, at 9:50
p.m. at Rockcastle County Hospital there.
Born April 9, 1932, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
James W. Jones and Flossie Douglas Jones. Two sisters, Pansy Ruth
Jones and Nellie Goodson, and one brother, James Doug Jones, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Chettie Winter, Yellow
Springs, Ohio, Mrs. Mary Anderson, Westland, Mich., and Mrs. Vivian Burr, Harrisburg; one brother, T.R. Jones, Memtone, Ind.; several
nieces and nephews.

Yet her wit lives in a string of
best-selling books, with titles that
revealed her unique way of looking at the world: "The Grass Is
Always Greener Over the Septic
Tank," "If Life Is a Bowl of
Cherries, What Am I Doing in
the Pits?" and "Family — The
Ties That Bind ... And Gag."
Much of her work, however,
was enjoyed as clipped newspaper columns, sent to a friend or
relative, or taped on refrigerators
across America.
Bombeck was an Ohio housewife when she decided she would
write a humor column about married life in the suburbs. Knowing
the editors of the Dayton Journal
Herald would not hire someone

with little experience, she began
writing a 53-a-week column for
the editor's neighborhood newspapers in 1965.
Within a year, she was writing
two columns a week for the Journal Herald, and a few weeks
later, she was syndicated. Her
columns appeared twice a week
in about 600 newspapers.
Bombeck also was a correspondent on ABC's "Good Morning America" for 11 years and
wrote a short-lived 1980 television comedy, "Maggie."
"She wrote about what she
knew and that was being a housewife. The good, the bad, the ugly
and the smelly. The reality of
it,— said Ponce Cruse Evans.
author of "Hints From Heloise."
Added former "Good Morning
America" host David Hartman,
"Whether she was talking about
one sock in the dryer, pantyhose,
or clothes on the stain, if you
have children it was impossible
to read her without saying,
'That's us.'"
While gentle, self-deprecating
humor was Bombeck's trademark, she also applied her light
touch to weightier issues.
Her book "I Want to Grow
Hair, I Want to Grow Up, I Want
to go to Boise" dealt with children surviving cancer. She donated
a $1.5 million advance fee for the
1989 to cancer research — three
years before Bombeck was diagnosed with breast cancer.
A short time after undergoing a
mastectomy, her kidneys began
failing from a hereditary disorder
called adult polycystic kidney
disease. She underwent dialysis
four times a day at her home and
underwent the transplant early
this month at the Medical Center
of the University of California at
San Francisco.
Bombeck is survived by her
husband of 47 years, Bill;
daughter Betsy; and sons Matthew and Andrew. Funeral arrangements were incomplete.
Said longtime friend "Family
Circus" cartoonist Bil Keane,
who is dedicating his strips this
week to Bombeck: "There's a lot
of laughter going on in heaven."

Calendar events needed
Summer is fast approching, and
with it comes the summer events
that make it memorable. The
Murray Tourism Commission
wants to know whatevents you have
planned.
The Murray Tourism Commission is currently gathering information for it's May-June calendar of
events. The brochure contains a
listing of non-profit, open to the
public events in the area.
The calendar will be available at

the Tourism Commission throughout May and June. If you would like
to list your event in the calendar,
please call and ask for Cheryl at the
tourism commission at 759-2199 or
simply stop by the office. The
tourism office is located at the
Commerce Centre,805 N. 12th St.
The deadline for submission of
events is April 25.
Let us help you get your event
noticed. We look forward to hearing from you!
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William Staudacher of Oak Hill Court Ni Murray(right) has been recognized tor
being a 13-gallon blood donor by the Murray-Calloway County Hospitel Blood
Bank Donor Recruiter Ginger Hale (lett). Staudacher was presented a plaque
by MCCH and the officers/director of the American Association of Blood
Banks recognizing his milestone In volunteer donations of blood. He has
donated a total of 5 gallons to the IACCH Blood Bank and has a grand total of
13 gallons, 5 pints since he began donating blood in 1957 in California.

Allen R. Benoit

•

New and Used
Lowest Prices

Sows
US 1-3 37e-34 Is.
US 1.3 355-455 Is.
US 1.3 455.325 lbs.
US 1-3 525 5 ep lbs.
US 34 Ma* lee-Beers 11211.114.27.411

,

1131311.3234
132.55.32.11
133.1111-31.51
1136111-311.1111
1111311-31.54

Free Mount and
Computer Balance

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

WARREN

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Bult All Quality Materials

A. 4- concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B 12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
0. Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treated
bottom plates
F 41 studs, 16 OC
G 7 e Blander
under siding
H Masomte. wood or vinyl siding

/

1

Deluxe Models
•••1411iifitiOaStAt1dIrS9MML
Vinyl SIdiSso
1' CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2': CAR (24x30)

$3,525
54,325
54,625
$4,825
55,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

1 ,, CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2' 2 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (2400)

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Dow James lIt Avg.S57522 + 10AS
DJIA Previews Close..-.-.5564.74
*Air Products..---------575/i • 'Is
AT&
611/4 + 5/4
Bell South
•
Briggs & Stratton....... 443/s 5/4
Bristol Myers Squibb-S1% + 3/s
CBT Corp. Ky.*.221/s B 241/4 A
+ 3/8

••••

.

mac
I B M...............-.--1073/4 +
Ingersoll Raed..-....---393/. + 11/s

LAN

Ask me about saving on
your farm insurance.
Saving starts with lower rates, like
those you get with quality Grange
Farrnowner's Insurance. Grange offers
flexible programs to meet the special
needs of today's farmer.
Call or visit soon
so we can tell
INSURANCE
David R. King your partner in protection you more.

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
55.225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

+ 11/4
Ford Moter..—...—.....36 + 3/.
‘0,0 Geeeral Electric.—.--....-.79 General Metors---.-SS/
3
4 - 1/4

4
The American Medical Association Alliance fostered a new national program
called Save Day on Oct. 11 to Stop America's Violence Everywhere. "I Can
Choose" coloring books along with lesson sheets were Introduced to First
Graders Keela Evans,Zackery Hodges, and Evan Patton at North Elementary
School, Murray. The book was developed by the American Medical
Association Alliance and deals with conflict resolution. Aroona Dave, AMA
Alliance Vice President Health Promotions and Linda Kelly, Calloway County
Alliance Member-at-Large, helped deliver over 250 books to Janice Rose,
elementary resource teacher.

I Self-supporting 216
trusted falters 2 ft
0C
J ,' plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 2r4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We otter you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Ago.

HOG MARKET
Federal SUM Market Now Service April 23, lift
1L•Wcky Purdue Are Hee Market Swart lodgers 2
awls*si. Itsaiple Act 114 fat 1115 lerreire
Me 134 Slew $ew 1.11111.2.411 Yew
US 1-3231.311
$.41.1144434
US 1•3 213-134
US 3-4 20-3111
S01144.41
us 1 304.215 Ii
118515-42.341

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

Clay Darnall

Funeral rites for Allen R. Benoit were Monday at 11 a.m. at Grace
Baptist Church. The Rev. Jerry Lee, the Rev. Robert Johnson and Tim
ICanold officiated. Music was by Beth Duke, vocalist, and Susan Lee,
pianist.
Pallbearers were Larry Mix, Jimmy Jones, Tony Holloway, Fred
Schweigert, Max Herndon and Tommy Lassiter, active; Dr. Richard
Blalock, Dr. Monte Finch and members of Fellowship Sunday School
of Grace church, honorary.
Burial was in Elm Grove Cemetery with arrangements by BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Si, Murray, or Murray-Calloway Couinty Hospice,
803 Poplar Si, Murray.
Mr. Benoit, 71, South Ninth Street, Murray, died Friday, April 19,
1996, at 4:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Apake0
American Heart
Association..F

CPR
can keep our love alive

'

Services for Clay Darnall will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks and Mark Hurt will officiate. Burial will follow in Pace Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Darnall, 89, Hardin, died Saturday, April 20, 1996, at 7:45 p.m.
at his home.
He had retired as postmaster at Hardin and was a Kentucky Colonel. His wife, Mrs. Agnes Darnall, and his parents, Joseph Linn
Boyd Darnall and Flora Mae Mathis Darnall.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Anita Darnall, Hardin; one
son, Lynn G. Darnall, Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Lena Walker and Mrs.
Alice Duke, Benton; one brother, Roy Darnall, North Carolina; five
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

a
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Woods named Secretary of Year
Belinda C. Woods, CPS, was
named 1996 Secretary of the Year
at the Executive Night Banquet
held Monday by the Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International-The Association ofOffice Professionals (PSI).
Woods is employed at Vanderbilt Chemical and Minerals Corporations as Office Assistant/Accounting. An active member of the
association, she currently CoChairs the Kentucky Division
Education Committee and has
served the local chapter as President, President-Elect, Vice President, Corresponding Secretary,
and Recording Secretary. In addition to serving as chairman and
member of numerous PSI committees, she served as the Coordinator
for the Kentucky Division Annual
Meeting in 1993. During her pres-

idency of the Murray Chapter, she
received the Distinguished Chapter President Award for meeting
and
exceeding
the
Kentucky Division and International standards for increased
membership.
A Certified Professional Secretary (CPS), Woods is expected to
complete an Associate of Arts
Degree in Office Systems at Murray State University in May. Her
previous work experience includes: Office Assistant to Mr.
E.M. Shinners, Executive Vice
President and General Manager,
Vanderbilt Chemical and Minerals
Corporations; Departmental Secretary to Dr. Melvin Henley,Chair
(1988-92), Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift, Chair (1982-88), and Dr.
James L. Meeks, Chair(1978-82),
Department of Chemistry; and

We Appreciate Our Staff
Carolyn Rehmus

Glenda Anderson

20 Years Service

15 Years Service

Purdom, Thurman
8 McNutt Ins.
407 Maple St.
502-753-4451

•

Murray, Kentucky
-

We're Very Proud
Of Our
Office Support Group t
Thank You All For
Making It Happen!

Secretary to Dr. Yancey Watkins
and Dr. Alan Beane, Department
of Special Education, Murray
State University.
She is married to Carl T.
Woods,and they have three children: Christian, Joseph, and
Stephanie.
The Secretary of the Year was
based upon requirements in three
areas. One was a background
score sheet listing education, business experience and PSI activities.
The second area of competition
was a questionnaire completed by
the candidate's peers in the Murray
Chapter and her boss, listing her
abilities in leadership, professionalism and community service. The
responses to this questionnaire
were scored by a panel of three
judges.
The third phase of competition
required the finalists to appear
before the same panel of judges to
be evaluated on her abilities in oral
response. The judges scored the
candidate on content of presentation-, delivery of presentation,pose
and image. After tabulation of the
scores from all three areas, the
candidate with the highest score is
selected as the Secretary of the
Year.
When asked how Woods displays professionalism and loyalty,
Mr. Edward M. Shinners, Executive Vice President & General
Manager of Vanderbilt Chemical
and Minerals Corporations(recently retired), stated, she "has represented the company at various
meetings (i.e., the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education Engineering School hearing) with
skill and professionalism. She
continually tries to improve personal skills through formal education, seminars,etc., and she maintains a friendly, yet professional,
atmosphere in communicating
with associates. She has placed
corporate needs ahead of personal
time when required."
Other Murray Chapter members
who have received the award
include: Neva Grey Allbritten,
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Richard Vonnahme, executive vice president and general manager
of Vanderbilt Chemical Corp., is shown with Secretary of the Year
Belinda Woods.
Lisa Ann Hill, 1994; and Shirley
M. Reamer, 1995.
Four members of the Murray
Chapter have received the honor
of Kentucky Division Secretary of
the Year. They are Faye C. Wells,
CPS; Anita J. Thomas, CPS;
Jeanne Fleming, and Marlene S.
Roberts, CPS.
Woods will represent the Murray Chapter in the 1996 Kentucky
Division Secretary of the Year
competition during its annual
meeting in May which is hosted by
the Blue Grass Chapter in Lexington.

1972; Patsy R. Dyer, 1973; Delma
Trotter, 1974; Betty Baker Conner, 1975; Faye C. Wells, CPS,
1976; Annie J. Nance, 1977; Anita
J. Thomas, CPS, 1978; Doris
Rowland,CPS,1979;Mia Wilson,
1980; Melva Hatcher, 1981:
Jeanne Fleming, 1982; Annita
Peeler, 1983; Linda L. Lester,
CPS, 1984; marlene S. Roberts,
CPS, 1985; Bobbie Waters, 1986:
Kay Burgdolf, 1987;Gale Vinson,
1988; Jeanie Morgan, 1989; Marion Hale, 1990; Patricia Hutson,
1991; Sharion A. Bailey, 1992;
Rhonda F. Rogers, CPS, 1993;

Belinda Woods CPS was presented a gold watch by Kentucky Division President Gall King CPS for being a Distinguished Chapter
'resident for meeting increased membership In division and international levels.

BRIGGS & STRATTON
Saluting All
Office Professional Staff
During Secretaries Week
OOOOO ••••••••
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The Murray Chapter PSI
the association for office
professionals extends a sincere thank you to:
• Artcraft Photography
• Harry Allison, Photography
• Printing Services & Supplies
• Deborah Grogan, Image
Consultant, Beauty Control
• The Gold Rush Jewelry
• Twin Lakes Office Products
• PTLh.
• The Big Apple Cafe
• Lee Newby
• Carl Woods
• Air Products, Calvert City
-
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Auer presented 1996
PSI Boss of the Year
Dr. Thomas B. Auer, dean of
the College of Industry and Technology at Murray State University, has been named by the Murray Chapter, Professional Secretaries International (PSI), as the
1996"Boss of the Year." Auer was
selected by a panel ofjudges based
on a written resume submitted by
his administrative secretary, Gela
Edwards. In adddition to attributes
as a boss, in making their selection
the judges considered Auer's accomplishments and general standing in his profession and the
community, his support of PSI,
and his secretary's support of PSI
and her dedication to the elevation
of her profession.

in fund-raising to equip the 28
laboratories in the new Martha
Layne Collins Center for Industry
and Technology.

organizations, and is actively involved with Murray Rotary International and St. Leo Catholoic
Church, where he also serves as
Lector.
He and his wife, the former Jo
Auer earned both the Ph.D. in Anne
Gray, have three children,
industrial engineering and manPhilip, Amy, and Audrey. The
agement, and a bachelor's degree Auer's
have resided in Murray
in industrial engineering from Ok- since 1986 when
he became chair
lahoma State University. He was of
the department of engineering
awarded the master's degree in technology
at Murray State.
industrial engineering from the
presented by
resume
In
the
University of Michigan. He com"With perstated,
she
Edwards,
pleted a nine year tour of duty in
the U.S. Air Force, where he sonal and professional qualities of
served as Aviation Cadet to Cap- influence, my boss has gained and
tain, Senior Navigator in Strategic maintained the respect and admiAir Command and Tactical Air ration of the faculty, staff and
Command,combat crew duty and student body at this University, as
well as that of professional colstaff assignments in the United
States, Canada and the Far East; leagues; and as a sincere and
As dean of the MSU College of and top secret security clearance. dedicated individual with a leaderIndustry and Technology, Auer is
Auer is a Registered Profes- ship style that promotes harmony,
charged with the overall responsi- sional Engineer in Kentucky,Ten- self-worth and self-confidence in
bility for the development of the nessee, Michigan and Oklahoma. all with whom he comes in concollege, and for the administrative He is presently serving as Com- tact, no one is more deserving or
and financial management of the missioner for the Technology Ac- can better represent our chapter as
college. He is responsible for the creditation Commission/Accredi- "Boss of the Year," than my boss;
education of approximately 1,600 tation Board for Engineering and therefore, I earnestly request your
undergraduates and graduate stu- Technology, Inc, in Baltimore, greatest degree of consideration in
dents in six academic depart- Md. He serves on the board of rewarding him with the honor I
ments; and training for regional directors of the Murray-Calloway feel he has already earned over and
industry in safety and in applied Chamber of Commerce and the over again."
computer technology. He also per- Greater Paducah Economic DeveAuer was recognized as the
sonally engages in fund-raising lopment Commission. Currently, 1996 "Boss of the Year" at the
and in the promotion of economic he is chair of the Community
Murray Chapter PSI's annual Exdevelopment projects and ser- Improvement Volunteers Com- ecutive Night Banquet, held Monvices. Since becoming dean in mittee for the MCCC. Auer is a day evening in Murray State's
1988, Auer has been instrumental member of numerous professional Curris Center.

Harry Allison pnoto

Geia Edwards, left, and Debbie Bennett CPS, right, pose with their
boss Dr. Tom Auer. Auer was named Boss of the Year by PSI
Monday night.

42tivarcl.W
In recognition of our secretaries
and other support staff who
continuously provide
outstanding managerial support.
Thank You! it
arE.

Congratulations
to all this community's

Professional Secretaries

Betty McKinney, Cindy Forth and Marilyn Thornton.
(NW Mamma Lehi. Hart)

We Take Special Pride In Recognizing our
Customer Service Representatives.

Bel-Air Center
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We Are Proud Of Our Secretaries
Seated L to R:Sandy Gobert, Terri Mardis, CPS,and Belinda Woods,CPS.Standing L to
R: Laura Tucker, Donna Futrell, Stacy Boardman and Laura Lohr.

VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORP.
VANDERBILT MINERALS CORP.
--*5.1-StESIOR
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Murray chapter of PSI
marks 25th anniversary
The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International
(PSI) was installed on May 2,
1971, as the Murray Chapter of
National Secretaries Association
(NSA)and held its first Executive
Night Banquet on Wednesday
evening, April 26, 1972, naming
Dr. Ralph H. Woods as its first
Boss of the Year and Neva Grey
Allbriuen as its first Secretary of
the Year (complete listing in the
program).
On March 29, 1971, members
of the Paducah-Kentucky Lake
Chapter of NSA met with secretaries in the community at the
Southside Restaurant to determine
if local secretaries were interested
in forming a chapter in Murray.

Approximately 40 local secretaries attended and indicated strong
interest in NSA.
On May 2, 1971, the PaducahKentucky Lake Chapter installed
the Murray Chapter in an impressive ceremony at the Woman's
Clubhouse in Murray, Charter
members numbered 35-the second
largest installation in Kentucky at
that time. Four of those Charter
members remain active in the
Murray Chapter-Neva Grey Allbritten, Melva Hatcher, Annie
Nance, and Faye Wells CPS.
The Murray Chapter has enjoyed numerous experiences
through the years. Its organization's name changed from NSA to
PSI; its members became ex-

Our favorite secretary
deserves the very best...
...so does yours!

Gourmet Gift Baskets • Creative Gifts • Free Gift Wrapping
408 South 12th • Murray • 753-0545

tremely involved in the Certified
Professional Secretary (CPS)
Program; Murray State University
became a CPS testing center and
granted academic credit for successful completion; the Chapter
hosted three Kentucky Division
Annual Meetings; established a
Memorial Scholarship in honor of
Mary Alice Trotter, Marye Briggs
CPS,Mia Wilson,Georgette Ellis,
and Carol Luffman; participated
in numerous civic and community
activities and has a current membership of49.Nine of its members
earned the CPS Certification: Debbie Bennett, Mary Ann Hargrove, Terri Mardis, Rita
McNabb, Kelly Mou, Marlene
Roberts, Rhonda Rogers, Faye
Wells,and Belinda Woods. Three
of its members have been selected
as the Kentucky Division Secretary of the Year: Jeanne Fleming,
Marlene Roberts CPS, and Faye
Wells CPS.
Professional Secretaries International is an organization of
creative, committed, and contributing professionals who enjoy
working with each other to understand and meet the needs of office
staff and executives. It is the only
organization of office professionals which has international scopeand in a world that's getting
smaller and smaller- PSI is dedicated to research, education, and
training in all phases of electronic
technology, as well as personal
and professional enhancement,
growth, and development.

We're Proud of Our PSI Members!

PSI members attend
membership meeting
Representing the Murray Chapter at the Winter Membership
Forum Meeting, held on January
19-20, 1996,at Barren River State
Resort Park, Lucas, Ky were Belinda Woods CPS and Terri Mardis CPS KY Division Education
Committee; President Laura Lohr,
Kay Hays, Rhonda Rogers CPS,
Jeanne Fleming, and guest Joette
Black.
Belinda Woods CPS was presented a gold watch by Kentucky
Division President Gail King CPS
for being a distinguished chapter
president (1994-95) for meeting
increased membership at the division and international levels.
A two-hour seminar entitled
"Effective
Communications:
What you Say is What you Get"
was presented by The Communi-

cators, Dr. Robert McGaughey
and Bob Valentine. They provided
a workshop on communication
that was fun, interesting, and informative. Two (2) continuing
education units(CEUs)and recertification points were awarded
after the program.
Following the seminar the business session began with introductions and roll call. The adoption of
the meeting agenda was approved.
The Kentucky Division officers
shared their reports.President Gail
- King CPS announced that Kentucky will host Southeast District
Conference in 1998. Nominations
were formally received for the
1996-97 election of Division officers. Annual meeting information, to be held May 17-19 in
Lexington, was distributed.

Thank You For
Dining At Dumplin's

•

•

Pictured left to right are Carolyn Byars, Melody McIntyre and Dortha
Stubblefield. (Not pictured: Sheri Hill)

Peoples First
OfCyCowl*
Member FDIC

The Winter Forum Board Meeting was held at Barren River State Resorl
Park at Lucas, Kentucky. Those attending were, left to right, Jeanne
Fleming, Joette Black, Rhonda Rogers CPS Terri Mardis CPS, Belinda
Woods CPS, Laura Lohr and Kay Hays.
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Maness receives
PSI scholarship

Tammy Locke, Terri Mardis
CPS, and Belinda Woods CPS,
members of the Murray Chapter
PSI, were appointed by the Kentucky Division PSI for the 199596 Kentucky Division Education
Committee. They were charged
with budgeting, setting up speakers, and preparing and coordinating two educational programs.
The first event was scheduled
for fall membership forum and
board meeting held in Louisville
in September. Seminar speaker
Laverne Brown presented "Building Professional Teams for the
New Tomorrow." The seminar
was designed to teach participants
the 10 qualities that are shared by
successful and fulfilled people in
order to help them reach their
professional and personal goals, The
communicator's Robert Valentine and Bob McGaughey at the
and to assist them in improving
Kentucky Division Professional Secretaries International Winter Memtheir professional image and selfbership Forum Meeting held at Barren River State Resort, January 20,
esteem. It focused on the interrelationship between personal and 1996.
professional self-esteem and self- provided the association with tips Lion units as well as recertification
assurance.
on using meetings and telephones points were awarded at the end of
Dr. Robert McGaughey and Mr. to your advantage; making the each seminar. In order to obtain
Robert Valentine of the Commu- most of memos;getting your story CEU's and recertification points
nicators, were the speakers at the out, and meeting the press, to from Professional Secretaries Inwinter membership forum and name a few.
ternational, the committee worked
board meeting held in Lucas, KY,
Each event had an average with speakers on topics which are
in January. Their presentation"Ef- attendance of about 70 members relevant to those goals set out to
fective Communications: "What representing 14 chapters of Ken- improve members'educational deYou Say Is What You Get," tucky Division. Continuing educa- velopment.

The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International
awards each year the PSI Memorial Scholarship in memory of our
deceased members. The award is
presented to local students from
Calloway County High School
and Murray High School who plan
to attend Murray State University
in the field of business.
The selection of the recipient is
based on a resume submitted by
the students setting forth education, including grade point average; organizational membership,

including offices held; and work
experience.
Cassandra Maness,of Calloway
County High School, has been
named this year's recipient. Maness, who plans to attend Murray
State University this fall, will
receive $75 for the fall semester
1996 and S75 for the Spring
Semester of 1997 to be applied
toward her business education.
Maness is the daughter of Russell
and Debra Maness, of Route 1,
Dexter. We congratulate her and
wish her the best for her future.

...scercret•ri,t
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etretaries international

Happy Secretaries Day
:f

We
Appreciate
You!
Jammie Poat
Catherine Buchanan
Debbie Williams

21.
Loretta Jobs Realtors

303 N. 12th St.
Murray
502-753-1492

, MSU STUDENT AFFAIRS r%
Aar. Salutes all our Secretaries r-V4AS,
We Appreciate The
Work & Dedication
Of All Our Office
Personnel!

1.41nOlice.36614111n•la&Overinot•121hkgorr
WaryWrImOmmaksereKOmPlmewskSaisdiro
WW1111rMsdhimOirdict.TamMedWaMCOMmilow
Phone 502-767-2265

1L1.1
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and Clerical Staff

Traci Watkins, SueAnn Hutson, Sarah Bryan, Ruth LaRock, Rose Wyatt,
Diane Blakely, Rhonda Felts, Rhonda Lamb,Rebecca Garvin,Peggy Noel,
Pat Hosford, Michele Couch, Mayda Ragsdale, Mary Gormely, Marilyn
Bell, Lyn Hendervin, Lisa Hanberry, Lisa Matheny, Laura Hall, Kristi
Graham, Kristi Jackson, Kimberly Futrell, Kay Hays, Kathie Fleming,
Kathy Mohler,1Carbn Johnson, Karen Newcomb,June Welter, Julie Milne,
JoAnn Mathis, JeOtie Morgan, Jams Shultz, Jan Tucker, Gale Vinson,
Dianna Smith, Dena Wisehart, DecAnn Umar, Cindy Maglinger, Carolyn
Leslie, Carol Solmon, Barbara Thompson, and Andrea Hogancamp.

HAPPY
SECRETARIES
DAY!
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PSI advances secretarial profession
Promoting high professional
standards for office professionals
and enhancing the image of the
profession are the goals of Professional Secretaries International® The Acsnriation for Office ProfessionalsTM (PSI®).
Founded in 1942, PSI has over
27,000 members in the United
States and Canada. PSI and its 40
affiliate associations total 40,000
members worldwide.
"PSI provides information and
resources to help secretaries become more effective contributors
to their organizations," said Betty
L. Kidd of Ottawa,Ohio, 1995-96
International President of PSI.
"We also work to educate the
public about the value of secreta-

management. More than 47,000
ries and the advantages of an • Networking. Members of the
office
700-plus PSI chapters build prooffice/administrative career."
professionals
have
Major services provided by PSI fessional networks by attending achieved the CPS rating since the
include:
chapter meetings and serving in program's inception in 1951.
chapter leadership positions. • Professional
Secretaries
Members also can serve as divi- Week®. PSI is the originator
• Education. PSI and its local sion, district and international of- and sole
sponsor of Professional
chapters host a variety of semi- ficers.
Secretaries Week, conducted annars, workshops and conferences
nually since 1952. During this
featuring top speakers. PSI's • Certification. PSI oversees a week PSI works to
educate busilargest training event is its interna- highly respected certification, the ness people about the
important
tional convention held each July. Certified Professional Secret- role of secretaries and
the need for
Plus, the headquarters office of- ary® program. To achieve CPS® professional Secretaries
Day®,
fers more than 250 books, audio- certification, the candidate must Wednesday, April 24.
cassettes and videotapes on all pass a rigorous exam covering: • The Secretary®
Magazine.
aspects of office administration. finance, business law,economics, PSI's highly
respected publication
PSI's Complete Office Handbook, office technology, office admi- for the secretarial
profession conpublished by Random House, is nistration, business communica- tains a wealth
of information on
considered to be the most com- tions, behavioral science in busi- professional
development strateplete reference guide for the mod- ness, human resources manage- gies. The Secretary
is distributed
ern office.
ment, and organization and to a total circulation of over

45,000.
• Student Associations. PSI
encourages secretarial careers
through two student organizations, Collegiate Secretaries International"'for college students,and
the Future Secretaries Association® for high school students.
Two major awards are presented annually by PSI. The International Secretary of the Year®
salutes an individual PSI member
who demonstrates outstanding
competence and knowledge. The
Award for Excellence recognizes
a business which encourages and
supports the advancement and
effectiveness of office professionals.
PSI is headquartered in Kansas
City, Mo.

/

PSI states mission, lists goals
to benefit secretarial profession

•
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Professional Secretaries International is the voice of the secretarial profession. Its mission is to
promote the competence and recognition of the profession and to

(
r e" .
'
...Hrs.: 11 guyt-2 p.m. Hat

At Duncan's Market
Comer of Hwy. iM and 732

10 tua-2 pd• Mum

5 pia.. p.m. Thum. S Fri.

represent the interests and welfare
of persons working in and preparing for secretarial and related
positions.
GOALS
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The Home Team Appreciates

Office Extras Inc. Can Provide Temporary
Or Permanent Employment When You Need It Most.

Ellen Jones, Phyllis Huggins
& Cindy Bramer

You pay only one Invoice—
We pay employee, taxes and workers compensation.
We have only trained professionals with references.

For A Job Well Done

•
•
•
•
•

Homes FOR LIV1116.
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S, INC.

753-565
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OFFICE

111 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071
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Secretarial Services
Computer Operators
Accounting & Bookkeeping
Word Processing
Receptionist

Roy Hill

2,axpi

Backhoe Service

•.

Extended Continental Breakfast
Catered Private Meeting Facilities for 10-150
& Banquet

Specializing in Septic & Sewer
Systems, Trenching, Excavating,
Foundations, Hauling, etc.

BEST WESTERN
RACER INN

Route 5
Murray, KY

Direct Reservations 1-800-808-0036
U.S. Highway 641 South • Murray, Ky. 42071
753-5986
is.
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(502)759-4664

vw.b«W \I vi

1. To provide educational resources and opportunities for secretaries and persons in related
positions to achieve and maintain
the highest possible level of competence and professional development.
2. To define and promote recognition of competence levels and
career patterns within the secretarial field.
3. To promote and provide
program(s) for certification of
professional secretaries.
4. To promote recognition of
and commensurate compensation
for the secretarial contribution to
organizational performance and
productivity.
5. To promote a professional
and cooperative relationship between the secretarial profession
and employers.
6. To monitor economic, governmental, and social trends
which affect the secretarial profession, and to initiate appropriate
action.
7. To represent the interests of
the secretarial profession to the
media, government, business and
industry, and the educational
community.
8. To provide liaison and encourage cooperative action with
other associations representing
secretarial and related occupations.
9. To provide a forum for
communication and exchange of
ideas among persons working in
and preparing for secretarial and
related positions.
10. To serve as a resource and
information clearinghouse on all
aspects of the secretarial profession — for members and all
publics.
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Secretaries
Week now
in 44th year
of existence
Businesses and secretaries
have observed Professional Secretaries Week annually since
1952 to draw attention to the
advantages of a secretarial career
and attract new secretaries to the
profession.
The idea originated with Mary
Barrett, president of Professional
Secretaries International (then
called the National Secretaries
Association) and C. King Woodbridge, president of Dictaphone
Corporation. They were working
on a council charged with addressing a national shortage of
skilled office workers that existed at the time.
After months of campaigning,
their efforts came to fruition
when U.S. Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer proclaimed the first National Secretaries Week on June 1-7, 1952.
Wednesday, June 4, was to be
National Secretaries Day. Barrett
and Woodbridge were invited to
Washington, DC for the official
announcement which received
national publicity.
National Secretaries Week
was created with two objectives:
•To recognize "the secretary,
upon whose skills, loyalty, and
efficiency the functions of business and government offices
depend."
•To call attention "through
favorable publicity, to the tremendous potential of the secretarial career."
In 1955, the National Secretaries Association changed the
date of National Secretaries
Week to the last full week of
April, with Wednesday of that
week being designated National
Secretaries Day.
The name of the observance
was changed to Professional
Secretaries Week in 1981 when
the National Secretaries Association changed its name to Professional Secretaries International.
Professional Secretaries International today remains the sole
sponsor of Professional Secretaries Week'and Professional Secretaries Day. Today, these represent the largest workplace observances outside of birthdays
and standard holidays. PSI continues to believe in the importance of Professional Secretaries
Week° in calling attention to the
increasing value and contributions of secretaries, executive
assistants and office professionals in today's workplace.

7
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Secretaries' roles grow
As business continues to thin
the ranks of middle management,
companies are increasingly turning to secretaries and office professionals to handle greater responsibilities.
Figures released by the U.S.
Department of Labor show that
the number of secretaries in the
United States increased to
3,349,000 in 1994, up by 25,000
over 1992.
"Secretaries and office professionals are in a strong position to
accept increased responsibilities,"
said Betty L. Kidd of Ottawa,
Ohio, 1995-96 International President of Professional Secretaries
International® - The Association
for
Office
ProfessionalsTM
(PSIS)."Because of their training
and their knowledge of computers

and other office equipment,office
professionals can manage information and coordinate operations
more efficiently than ever before.
"The job of the office professional has changed radically from
the days when the secretary was
thought of as someone who answers the phone and types correspondence. Today, telephones are
answered by voice mail and executives type much of their own
correspondence and E-mail. That
leaves the office professional to
handle more advanced duties."
Responsibilities typically performed by many office professionals today include:
* preparing database and spreadsheet reports,
* authoring correspondence,
* managing schedules,

* representing the department at
meetings,
* designing newsletters and brochures with desktop publishing,
* purchasing office supplies and
printing,
* hiring, training and supervising
staff, and
* arranging meetings and travel.
Qualities sought by employers
include computer skills as well as
increased emphasis on communications and teamwork. A survey
of 1,800 secretarial employment
ads by Dartnell in March 1995
found computer skills and word
processing named in 65.6% and
61.0% of ads respectively. Organization was named in 28.9% of
ads, up 8% from 1994; communication was named in 24.0%, up
3.4% from 1994; and telephone

It's A Fact...

MERLE

PROPERTIES

Lynda Grey Houck, Broker • (502) 759-2001

noRmArr
STUDIOS
753-6926

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Secretaries
Professional
Week®, April 21-27, 1996, and
Professional Secretaries Day®,
Wednesday, April 24, highlight
the growing role of secretaries and
office professionals.

GREY'S

The well groomed secretary is better paid
than her overdose or freak scrubbed counterpart
Dramatic, vibrant colon are too obvious and
dktracting foe the offke and little or no makeup
makes you sees Immature and unfinished
Secretaries that give the beet impression we ready for
business with soft, subtle makeup front

COSMETIC

was named in 20.2%, up 5.3%.
According to a 1995 survey by
OfficeTeara, 73% of executives
say administrative assistants are
working with them on a more
collaborative basis than five years
ago. The survey also found that
47% of managers key their own
business correspondence.
"It is a very exciting time to be
an office professional," said Kidd.
"Our positions have grown tremendously. It is a very good time
for young people to consider an
office career."

We tip our hat to the dedicated,
secretaries in Calloway County!

Richardson, Howe and
Melton

Salute To
Secretaries

Certified Public Accountants

301 Maple Street
Murray, KY. 753-2424

We appreciate our
Secretaries
Joanne Farley
Leah Evans
Jeanie Carson
Patsy James
Canto Boggess

Los Portales
RESTAURANTE MEXICANO

Carryout Available
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center #12

HOLTON, MELUGIN
& HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-3415
Van Haverstock

211 So. 12th St.
Since 1919

Murray
Lindy Suiter
WOR0W

We Salute
All Secretaries
"ESPECIALLY OUR OWN"
Not Only On Their Day
But Every Day of The Year.

Congratulations!

(502) 767-0315
Monday-Friday
11:00-2:30 & 5:00-10:00
Saturday: 12:00-10:30

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Toyota of Murray
753-2617

641 S

Murray
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Secretaries have key role in 1990s
A few years ago, some people
wondered if voice mail and computers would make secretaries and
office professionals obsolete. In
fact, the opposite has happened.
Today, secretaries and office
professionals have claimed a greater role in the workplace than ever
before. Technology in fact has
made secretaries — and their
bosses — more efficient. Voice
mail answers telephones and computers make it possible for executives to key their own correspondence.
That frees secretaries and office
professionals to perform more
advanced duties. As middle management jobs have been elimi-

nated through downsizing, more
responsibilities have shifted to
secretaries and office professionals. From 1992 to 1994, the number of secretarial jobs in the
United States grew to 3,349,000,
an increase of 25,000.
In today's office, the job of the
secretary has changed dramatically. Instead of answering telephones and typing dictation, today's office professionals perform
a wide range of duties,including...
.preparing data and spreadsheet
reports,
ihandling customer service,
.developing master schedules,
.writing their own correspondence,

•'
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We're Proud To Support Our
Fine Secretaries In Murray!
r 1 ii• 1 10 is®

I

-representing their departments
at meetings,
-designing newsletters and brochures with desktop publishing,
Turchasing office supplies and
printing,
-hiring, training and supervising staff, and
-arranging meetings and travel.
Smart executives have learned
to utilize office professionals in
this expanded role. They work
with their assistants on a more
collaborative basis than in the
past.
Reflecting these changes are
the qualities sought by employers
today. Computer skills are very
much in demand,as are communi-

University Plaza • On Chestnut St.

gourmet 0 gift hoppe

I

r

126 Market House Sq.
Paducah, KY 42001

•

;mk.•

Congratulations Secretaries

Otvii

SEAFOOD
FXPRESS
Olympic Plaza•Murray. KY•(5C2)753-6149

%AT!:

Sincerely,

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett

Happy Secretaries'Day!
For the latest styles, come see

Terri Warston
at Headlines
Dixie
Inatfix
Land Shopping

HAIR SKIN COSMETICS

Ins
Id
WekCenter

3-088

* Secretaries *
We Salute You

`;Or "cr.;'•

provide increased training for secretaries and office professionals to
help us excel further in this advanced role. We also remind employers of the need for comfortable and efficient work facilities,
as well as the importance of pay
commensurate with responsibilities. We also encourage office
professionals to seek professional
growth through participation in
Professional Secretaries International.
As office professionals, we
welcome our part in making our
businesses competitive in today's
global economy. By giving our
personal best and professional
best, we can contribute to the
success of our profession in the
years ahead.

..,•re.14,

For giving for the sake of giving,
serving for the sake of serving,
loving for the sake of loving!
I appreciate you:
Carolyn Drury, Mary Susan Comer,
Amy Beth Boike

Poppermi11'6
502-442-0410

.."••••
,
•1•",•741'.•

Weekdays & Sunday: 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Saturday 4 p.m.-9 p.m.

,

928 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-5679

cations, teamwork, organization
and other personal skills.
As a member of Professional
Secretaries International — The
Association for Office Professionals, I am proud to be part of the
office profession today. Each
year, during the fourth week of
April, we observe Professional
Secretaries Week to call attention
to the contributions of secretaries
and office professionals. This
year, Professional Secretaries
Week is April 21-27, and our
theme is "Personal Best/Professional Best: A Celebration of
Achievement in the Office."
During Professional Secretaries
Week, we call on employers to

Chile,..

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-4383
DEBORAH GROGAN

Best Wishes Secretaries During
Professional Secretaries Week

MrSIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0440

•

Number of
secretaries
increases
from 1992
-3,349,000 secretaries were
employed in the United States in
1994, according to the U.S. Department of Labor, a growth of
25,000 jobs over 1992. 400,000
secretaries are employed in
Canada.
.390,000 net new secretarial
jobs will be added in the U.S.
between 1994 and 2005, according to the Department of Labor.
49,000 office professionals
have earned the Certified Professional Secretary° (CPS') rating
from Professional Secretaries Internationar — 'The Association
for Office Professionals- (PSI).
PSI has 27,000 members in over
700 chapters in the United States
and Canada.
'
The average salary of PSI
members is $27,147 ,according to
the 1993 PSI Member Profile.
Persons holding the tide "executive assistant" average $33,935:
secretaries working for the CEO
average $34,937.
-Office Professionals hold
much broader responsibilities today. They operate multiple software packages including word
processing (95%), spreadsheet
(73%), database (46%), graphics
(40%),desktop publishing(19%),
and accounting (16%). In addition, 48% of secretaries train
others, 33% supervise others and
80% are involved in purchasing
(PSI Member Profile).
•Employers can support their
secretaries best by providing
training programs, career track-

•See
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Members of PSI
professional(czjecretaries international

Congratulations
To All Secretaries
Thotogfapity
Sara Alexander
Dr. Tony E. Brannon
Murray State University

Sharion Bailey
Mr. John R. Fitzgibbon
Murray State University

Debbie Bennett CPS
Dr. Thomas B. Auer
Murray State University

5'5X,7 S'a
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607 S. 4th St., Murray, Ky.
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We Appreciate
Our Secretaries

SPECIALS

7s:

Iv •

•
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pa.; Bun. 11 a.m.-11 p.m4
Open Wod.-Sot.
Closed Mon.-Toos.
H . 4141 North • 71111-4141 • Morris

I HAPPY SECRETARIES DAY! I

Ward-Elkins, Inc.
411 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-1713
A special thanks to our secretary,
Ilene Tripp.
•

TWO DAYS ONLY
FRI. di SAT.
APRIL 26 di 27

25%0,, !
Any Single Regular
Priced Purchase

.

. Av.

I

144 L
: 1.211.
- Soo. 1220410

JCPenney

a
•••••
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•.•••
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Omen *gas

753-1362
306 Andrus Ave., P.O. Box 790 Murray, KY 42071

0

-i41-0-----Jk•

Wed. Night—Seniors, Catfish Dinner $2
Fria & Sat.—Fabulous Seafood Buffet
Sun. Lunch, 11-2 p.m.—Buffet 26.99

HT MARKETING, tiC.

Cover photograph
and banquet photographs were provided
by Harry Allison of
Allison Photography.

•

Garden Center • Gift Shop • Patio Shoppe
Irrigation • Landscaping • Lighting
(502) 759-4512
(502) 443-5236
Hwy. 94 East
••
viD
FAX: (502) 759-9425
Murray, Kentucky 42071

— Salutes All Secretaries —

Thanks!

KENTUCKY

401141,
Hoffman'stsc

314 Main Street

Elizabeth Anderson
Mr. Denny Lane
Peoples Bank

Murray
Calloway County

Chamber OfCommerce

MicroAge

Neva Gray Allbritten
Retired, Bank of Murray

753-8809

I
Chestnut HMIs
I
Murray
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Pay raise...trip to the Bahamas...

Stop right there!
We can help.

Members of PSI

Stacy Boardman
Mr. Gene D. Smith, Sr.
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corporation

Carolyn Byars
Mr. Steve Story
Peoples First of Calloway
County

If you want your boss to recognize your competence,
dependability and dedication to the company,
call Liz.: with your next printing order.
meet your deadlines, the joh will lool: great,
and the hos:: will love it. t low will you he rewarded?
Lees leave that to your imag!ination!
INNOVATIVE PRINTING & GRAPHICS
1b23 Highway 121 Bypass
Murray, Kentucky 42071

502-753-8802
Fax: 502-753-7314

Kelly Buffington
Mr. Larry Opperman
Murray State University

Congratulations
Secretaries
Es eciall Oursa

ARMY ROTC
Salutes All
Secretaries And
Office Personnel

i
4.

..

•
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Jeanne Fleming
Jeanne Fleming
Office Extras Inc.

.,

roisniLley, Sussann Lovett, Ann Thompson, Amy Futrell
ft-- The Murray Insurance
Agency
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 753-4751 ;
...:.
.
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Department of Military Science — Seated: Faye Wells, CPS, Military
AdrninistratIon Manager, and standing (left to right) student
secretaries Lorl Downey, Jennifer Johnson, and Melody Hawes. Not
pictured: Shiny Fortner, Department H Secretary.
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Members of PSI

11

A Salute To All
Secretaries
From

D & T Foods
623 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 759-1144
Come See Us For All
Your Shopping Needs!

Congratulations Secretaries
It's your week - you deserve it!
Jama Galloway
Mrs. Kim Foster
Ryan Milk Company

Lisa Hanberry
Mr. Phil Bryan
Murray State University

Mary Ann Hargrove CPS
Dr. James L. Booth
Murray State University

PSI makes a difference

We Appreciate
Our Secretaries
T
Mary Gormley
Ms. Carmen Garland
Murray State University

MURRAY

Ledger &Timesp
RYAN MILK SALUTES
OUR SECRETARIES

gvin 4:5Caes
OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
516 Main
• OFFICE SUPPLIES
• FURNITURE
• MACHINES

Call us any time
at
753-0123

Authorized
Xerox Sales
Agent

XEROX.

Happy
Secretaries Day!

Marion Hale
Dr. Roger Reichmuth
Murray State University

L to R: Cathy Thompson, Nancy Hutson, Becky
Borten, and Jama Galloway. These four individuals
support the senior management team and sales
managers in a consistent professional manner.

GENERAL DAIRY SERVICE
A Division Of Dean Foods
East Chestnut St. • P.O. Box 1175 • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3012 • Fax (502) 753-9474

Seated: Meredith Major, Jeanie Morgan
Standing: Heather Hawkins, Derek Somerville
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Members of PSI
.0

amir
Melva Hatcher
Dr. Tim Miller
Murray State University

Rita Hawes CPS
Mr. Dutch Cordary
Air Products

Kay Hays
Ms. Odelsia Torian
Murray State University

Sheri Hill
Mr. Richard Vanover
Peoples First of Calloway

Nancy Hutson
Mr. Dan Green
Ryan Milk Company

Lisa Hill
Ms. Pat Whitesell
East Elementary School

Andrea Hogancamp
Ms. Myra Yates
Murray State University

Brenda Kimbro
Paul Newby
Briggs & Stratton Corporation

Support your secretarial staff

Day
to
LeAnne
Darnell
from

Ross Insurance Agency
6th & Main ... 753-0499

Pagliat.'s
753-2975
Open

Daily
11 a.m. Sun. thru Sat.

.We Wish Everyone A Happy &
Professional Secretary Week and We
Appreciate Our Professional Staff.
-

Salutes

ALL
SECRETARIES
Provided by USU Afarkating & Public Relations

. •••••••

• s 41/

110

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Fenersi Savings BEI*

1111 Main
502-759-9443 •.Member

..
.

,

Barbara Lax
Mr. Donald G. Olson
Murray State University
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Members of PSI

Kelly Mott CPS
Mr. John R. Fitzgibbon
Murray State University

Tammy Locke
Ms. Jeanette Osborne
Murray State University

Lori Mathis
Ms. Jean Hamra
Murray State University

Rita McNabb CPS
Mr. Jim Philippi
Briggs & Stratton Corporation

We're Proud
Of Our
Secretary
Laura Nanney

Ed's Wheel Alignment

SECRETARIES...
We Salute All of You!
Laura Lohr
Mr. Gene D. Smith, Sr.
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corporation

TACO'BELL.
Melody McIntyre
Ms. Anne Barrow
Peoples First of Calloway
County

Jeanie Morgan
Mr. Jim Baurer
Murray State University
Hwy. 641 (12th St.) • Murray

•Secretaries...
FROM PAGE 8
ing, and pay commensurate with
responsibilities.
"The PSI definition of a secretary: "An executive assistant who
possesses a mastery of office
skills, demonstrates the ability to
assume responsibility without direct supervision, exercises initiative and judgment and makes the
decisions within the scope of
Terri Mardis CPS
Mr. Gene D. Smith, Sr.
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corporation

assigned authority.
"There is always going to be a
need for secretaries. I don't care
how advanced technology is going to get. We keep up with the
ourrent technology, both hardware and software, and in many
ways we train our executives."
Weiss, Ckapor Prueni,
(burl Chapin, Greensburg PA, mid in the
Pittston* Pon-Geneue, April 23, 190

McKNIGHT AND
SONS SAWMILL
Located on Stewart Cemetery Road
Route 1, Box 137, Alnico, Hy.

Buyers of Timber and Logs
Slabs, Sawdust, and Mulch for sale)

[

753-9351

753-5305 (office)

We Salute
Our Secretaries
Carol McClard
Ruby VanDyke

Gaye McClure
Shelia Harrison

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE • JEEP • EAGLE

1400 North 641
Murray, Ky.
Phone: (502) 753-6448

•
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Members of PSI

Annie Nance
Mr. H. Glenn Doran
Mr. Harold G. Doran, Jr.
Peoples Bank

Lee Newby
Ms. Kate Lochte
WKMS-FM 91.3

Melissa Outland
Mr. Jim Vaughan
Murray State University

Karen Newcomb
Dr. Don Robertson
Murray State University

Debbie Plummer
Mr. Jerry Wells/
Ms. Barbara Koonce
West Kentucky Allied Services

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto
Life
Home
Health
Business
A tradition in service since 1981
(502)

F

P7
53-06321
614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Jim Fain

GOLDEN CHINA

HAWKINS
RESEARCH

FR

HAWK INS
RESEARCH

• COMPUTERS
• TRAINING
• PROGRAMMING
• OFFICE FURNITURE

tifRIPAMV
Office Manager:

Tracy Nuguid
Office Assistant:

Jody Brothers

1304-E Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 42071 • (502) 753-7001
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Lunch Buffet

Dinner Buffet

1030 a.m.-2:03 p.m.

5:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

$4.35

$5.99

Shirley Reamer
Dr. Paul McNeary
Murray State University
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Szechuan • Hunan • Mandarin Cuisine
Eat In, Take Out & Delivery (W/515 Order)
Central Shopping Center, Murray, KY 42071
Tel: (502) 753-8916
Open Daily Mon.-Thurs. 10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m., Sun. 11:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

EAA
MURRAY AUTO AUCTION INC.
CONGRATULATIONS SECRETARIES
Murray Auto Auction, Inc.
Route 1 Box, 23,. Almo Kentucky 42020
Phone (502) 753-8300; Mon./Thurs. Nights 6:00 p.m.

Cutting Edge
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Ae Boolunanh
1995-96
NCAA National Championship
Apparel • Gifts • Accessories
Court Square • Murray
753-7222
Great Gifts For Secretaries!
"Your UK Gift Headquarters"

\

Phone: 753-7132
1304 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
Latest in Hair Cutting,
Coloring, Penning, Etc.
Stylists: Gayle, Faye, Freda, Dana,
Sherita, Deitrich, Angie & Cindy
Nail Tech: Deanna

Marlene Roberts CPS
Mr. W.A. Franklin
Murray Board of Education

Cunningham Auto Repair Theme

for 1996

619 South 4th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
DAY (502) 753-6831
W.A.
Larry

Randy
Ricky

The Professional Secretaries
Week theme for 1996. declared
by 1995-96 PSI President Betty
L. Kidd. is "Personal Best, Professional Best A Celebration of
Achievement in the Office."

,
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Members of PSI
Tammy Thompson
Dr. Bob Lewis, Mr. Willie Jackson,
Ms. Judy Muehleman,
Ms. Jean Bennett
Murray Board of Education

Rhonda Rogers CPS
Dr. Stephen Cobb
Murray State University

Tonya Thweatt
Dr. Bertil Johnson, III
Lakeland Animal Hospital

Kelly Wadkins
Mr. Ron Hyatte
Murray State University

Gale Vinson
Mr. Jim Baurer
Murray State University

Best Wishes Secretaries
During Professional Secretaries' Week

For That Special
Secretary...

For the best take-out food in town
shop Owen's Deli
Deli Hot Line Ph. 7534811

ENGLISH FARMS"

Unique Gift Baskets,
Jellies, Confections
& Popcorn
GOURMET FOODS
dc 10th • Murray • 753-0921

OWEN'S
FOOD MARKET

Phone 753-4682

1407 Main Street

Joy Seavers
Retired
Murray State University

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THE SECRETARIES!
_

Servall Termite & Pest Control
1703 HWY 121 NORTH•P.O. BOX 818• MURRAY KY 42071
PH (502)753-6433•TOLL FREE 1-800-264-1433

Happy Secretaries'Day
to
Dorinda,Joan, and Shirley
CARROLL TIRE a WHEEL
ALIGNMENT, INC.

753-9559

Chestnut Street

Happy Secretaries Day!
Dortha Stubblefield
Ms. Anne Barrow/
Ms. Wilma Billington
Peoples First of Calloway
County

from

MICHELIN •

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES.

Multi-Mile, Grand Am Raised White Letter
Computerized Wheel Balancing
Computerized 2 & 4 Wheel Alignment

Kilpatrick's Child Care Center, Inc.

Apple Tree School
Robert & Linda Kilpatrick - Owners
753-9356
Stadium View Dr.

Secretaries Are The Greatest Especially Ours!

IO
OAKWOOOD STUD
050
(502) 753-7

Cathy Thompson
Mr. Tom Yates
Ryan Milk Company

Franklin & Jason Carroll
1305 North 12th Street, Murray, KY 42071
Phone (502) 753-1489 FAX (502) 753-1536

Ken Andrus
Dixieland Shopping Center - Chestnut Street

MPITRY, KY 42071

• We Specialize In
Kitchen & Baths

• Interior & Exterior
Door Units

• Wood Mantels &
Wood Moldings

• Formica & Conan
Counter Tops

• Installation &
Design

• Stop By Our Showroom
For Free Estimates

759-1007
1918 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
Owen Noetworthy, Owner

Authorized Dealer
For Sun Windom
_ _
_

•
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Members of the local PSI Chapter attended the 43rd Kentucky
Division Annual Meeting last May.

Faye Wells CPS
LTC. John W. Harbison
N1orray State University

Samantha Wilder
Ms. Annazette Fields
Murray State University

We would like to thank:
Sue Thurmand
Linda Ford
Amy McDowell
Ca rile Mechfer

a6ataTh

Belinda Woods CPS
Mr. Gene D. Smith, Sr.
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corporation

Several attend Annual Meeting
The 43rd Kentucky Division
Annual Meeting was held May
19-21 in Paducah. The events

6or All Your Gift
Throughout The Year...
Happy Secretaries Day!

We appreciate your hard work and dedication!"

RE
WORE
BOOK-4-CARD

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Serving you for 68 years
701 Main Street

753-5273

We Appreciate Our
Secretaries
Mary Jo Little
Veronica Sins

Lassiter Plaster
Co., Inc.
601 N. 4th

Murray

753-5370

Chestnut Hills

Congratulations PSI!
We would like to extend
our congratulations to all
PSI members on its
25th Anniversary!
Bridal Registry fa Gift Shoppe
111 South 4th St • 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square
Open Monday - Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

began with a seminar entitled
"Excel with Negotiation Skills and
Positive Resolution" presented by
Barbara Fielder.
Representing the Murray Chapter were Belinda Woods CPS,
Laura Lohr, and Terri Mardis
CPS, Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation; lama Galloway and Cathy
Thompson, Ryan Milk Company;
Jeanne Fleming, Office Extras;
Marlene Roberts CPS, Murray
Board of Education; Tammy
Locke, Marion Hale, Mary Ann
Hargrove CPS, Sharion Bailey,
Lori Mathis, Kelly Mou CPS,
Barbara Lax, Kelly Buffington
and Rhonda Rogers CPS, Murray
State University; and Lisa Hill,
East Elementary.
The National Quilting Museum
hosted the Friday evening open
house. Representatives from all
over the state were proud to see
this internationally celebrated facility in Paducah.
On Saturday, the association
was welcomed to Paducah by
Mayor Geraldine B. Montgomery.
A very informative and entertaining keynote address was presented
by Wilma Yeary CPS, "Asking
The Right Questions." Following
the address, the Kentucky Division Secretary of the Year event
was conducted. Assisting were
Marion Hale, Lisa Hill and Belinda Woods CPS.Shirley Reamer
was the Murray Chapter 1995
Secretary of the Year.
"Circles of Excellence" was the
topic presented by the SOTY
Luncheon speaker David Denton,
Senior Partner, Denton & Keuler
Attorneys at Law. During the
business session, written and oral
reports from chapters all over the
state were presented to the assembly, as well as approval of the
minutes and reports of standing
and special committees.
The Saturday evening banquet
was a complete success with
everyone enjoying the entertainment provided by "Prime Rib" a
local a capella group from Tilghman High School. CPS (Certified
Professional Secretary) recipients
were honored for passing the exam
in 1994.

••••.

